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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION
Importance of Architectural Standards

Pre-college educational systems throughout the country 
are standing on the threshold of modern developments.
Strong forces have been and are being responsible for chang
ing and forming our modern educational policies. There are 
many new changes which are being formulated for our school 
plants. The changes and implications have thus been stated 
by Ittner:

"Extended used of schools by adult education.
Education today Is a continuous process, with 
the Public School serving all ages.*

The secondary school curricula have changed in the 
past few years. Throughout our nation, new courses and 
methods are being and have been worked out.

The theory of learning by doing is replacing the old 
theory of learning by rote. The new plan or program of the 
pre-college schools is to graduate students who are better 
fitted for our present day democracy. Most affected by 
these new methods is one of the school's basic unite, 
namely, the classroom. Conventionally a rigidly organized

1. Ittner, Wm. B. "The School Plant in Present-Day 
' Education.* The Architectural Forum. 57:45 

(August, 1922l~
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boxment for lectures and recitations only, the classroom In
the modern school has become an efficient modern workshop.
One of the best statements In regard to the purpose of the
modern classroom Is made by Crawford, of the Santa Monica
City Schools. She says,

*We are finding our new Junior High School most 
usable Indeed. It Is attracting favorable com
ment from visitors far and wide. Best of all 
it is providing an attractive, efficient and 
modern workshop where youth may learn by doing.*2

We are prone to believe that under a changing civiliza
tion as we have today changes and new standards must be con
stantly set up. In the great program of our country today, 
inventions often become obsolete before they are even used 
In production or by society. Hence, our architectural 
standards for the building of Basic units in which our 
children are educated must also be constantly changing. Hew 
aide in teaching are continually being brought before the 
educators and public. Requirements which are basic for the 
use of these devices must be installed during construction 
or after the building is completed. We must look far ahead 
into the planning of our school plants. Then as Ittner 
stated, back in 1922:

■Fundamentals in Present-day Education must Guide 
the Development of the new School Plant.■
Its inviting exterior will represent the beat 
in the community, and its interior the best of

2. Crawford, Laura. “John Adame Junior High School"
The Architectural Record. 81:BT35 (April, 1937)
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all places for work, recreation or study.
Involving public use of the school plant and all Its 

facilities will Introduce with the picture new phases in 
planning. The need of separate heating and of separate ac
cess to such units as the gymnasium, auditorium, library, 
classrooms, and workshops In order that these units may be 
used Independently indicates some of the new phases we have 
in mind.

The plant must provide an extension of the "learning 
by doing* principle which is increasingly being accepted 
as an important part of the curriculum. The classrooms 
gradually are being increased in size. More square feet in 
area are needed under the new activity method of instruc
tion. The classroom is being used for more activities 
and different uses than ever before. It is rapidly becom
ing a self sustaining unit within Itself. Classrooms for 
liberal arts study, for instance, are provided Ideally with 
a small stage, a storage room, bookshelves, more bulletin 
and pinning board, and less blackboard space. Social halls 
and conference rooms should be provided to insure ample 
facilities for a guidance program.

Cafeterias are beginning to be an integral part of the 
school plant. Hot meals are served to the students and the

3. Ittner, Wm. B. "The School Plant in Present-Day Educa
tion.* The Architectural Forum. 37:45 (August,1922)
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art of what to eat Is being Introduced. A well planned 
school plant Is not complete without facilities for shops 
and science laboratories. The facilities will vary accord
ing to the size of the plant, the needs of the community, 
and the extent of the completeness t>f the educational pro
gram. In these trying times of today, the public is 
feeling the need of better laboratories and shops equipped 
with modern machinery to promote the wellbeing and fitness 
of our nation. :

During the World War period, of 1914 to 1922, there 
was a lag in school building. Buildings became over
crowded due to this fact. However, during the post-World- 
War-Number-I period, school building programs increased 
nearly threefold, ever the World War period. Then during 
the depression period it fell again to about twice the 
World War period. During 1934 the building program per
taining to schools fell to an unheard of level. It fell to 
a cost of less than $2.26 per pupil per year for school 
building expenditures

At this time the federal government started a plan 
whereby it would grant loans and give certain portions of 
the loans to help In the constructing of new school build
ings. The Public Works Administration allocated for a 4

4. Turner, Wendell P. A Proposed School building Code 
for the State of Arizona 1939 p . 17 
Unpublished Master's Thesis, University of Arizona
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three year period, starting about 1933, the sum of 
181,658,703.00 annually.5

During the early part of this post-depression period 
an appreciable Increase In the school enrollment took 
place. In Arisons this increase may continue although for 
the country at large decrease in the lower grades is evi
dent. With this new increase of pupils and the modern 
trend in educational theory and practice, the need of new 
modern school plants is becoming more necessary each year. 
The social setup of society is gradually changing. The 
shorter work period, that is the forty hour week or five 
day week, shifts the burden of leisure time back upon the 
facilities of the school plant. A new phase of education, 
namely, adult education and defense education, are creep
ing into the picture. Our educational concepts must be 
changed for this new order. '

Problem of the Current Study 
The problem of this treatise is to make a study of the 

contemporary school building practices in the State of 
Arizona, and from these findings, plus the aid of good 
national practice, set up standards upon which good prac
tice in school building planning may be based.

5. Barrows, Alice "The School Building Situation and Its 
Needs" Office of Education. Bulletin No. 35,
1937. p. 1
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Limitation of Problem
This problem cannot cover the entire field in every 

detail; therefore, it la being treated in the following 
manner. No doubt architects, engineers, and administrators 
schooled in the field of school building planning, are 
restricted somewhat to the financial side of the question. 
Certain state and city regulations are set up which some
times hinder rather than help the situation. Standards 
are not made over-night, but are the compiled ideas and 
Ideals that have been tested and proved a success. A 
period of experimentation must precede the setting up of 
any standard. In our work in the field of school buildings, 
changes are sometimes made before the building is completed. 
These changes are due to the lack of experience and experi
mentation on the part of the architect or schoolman. Much 
available storage space is wasted in planning of buildings, 
because the problem was hurried through. This speed proc
ess is due to the general practice of school men who wish 
to plan, build, and equip their new plants during the 
summer vacation period. This practice seems to be general 
throughout our state. On the contrary, the planning of a 
school plant, no matter how small it may be, should require 
more than Just the basic idea and the drawing of a few 
lines. The use of new and modern fundamentals must be 
basic in design. The general practice seems to be to fit 
the basic principles to the building and not the building

J
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to the basic principles. Another practice is that of be
ing too conservative in our ideas, and not looking ahead 
to the future. Some school men want 1900 model school 
plants but drive 1941 model cars.

the program of landscaping was not considered due to 
the varied climatic conditions of our state. We know our 
mining communities, due to the soil content, cannot afford 
the ambitious program of landscaping that our valley 
schools can. It would hardly be fair to thi taxpayers of 
our state to set up standards for landscaping our schools 
and public buildings. It is true our schools should be 
made attractive and have a welcome feeling, but that is not 
the basic function of our school plant. .

Definition of Terms
"Architectural standards" are those qualities and 

qualifications which are necessary to provide adequate and 
efficient buildings. It includes all modern necessities 
which are vital to the modern educational system. The re
vamping of old ideas into new ones is Illustrated by the 
traditional clasroom which is now a modern workshop with 
all its convenient facilities.

Architectural standards may also be broken down into 
two parts. First, the general conditions and specifications 
which are required verbalisms and phrases in writing. Second, 

the detail and graphic standards which are the working draw-
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Ing or blue prints.
For construction purposes, the American Institute of 

architects has grouped buildings under different types as 
follows:

Type A: A building constructed entirely of flre-
resistlve materials, Including Its roof, windows, doors, 
floors and finish.

Type B: A building of flre-reslstlve construction In
Its walls, floors, stairways and ceilings, but with wood 
finish, wood or composition floor surface, and wood roof 
construction over flre-reslstlve celling.

Floating floor construction: (1) A reinforced slab
of concrete four Inches thick Is laid over a well tamped 
and graded fill. (2) It Is waterproofed on top with one 
layer of thirty pound asphalt felt mopped on with two 
mappings of hot asphalt. (3) About one Inch of kiln dried 
sand Is spread evenly over the surface. (4) Next a sub
floor Is laid on top of the sand using one and one-fourth 
Inch net by six Inch shiplap fir laying it the short axis 
of the room. (5) A layer of fifteen pound asphalt felt 
Is laid over the sub-flooring, using butt method to pre
vent unevenness. (6) Then a twenty-nine thirty-seconds 
inch thick tongue and groove maple flooring is laid the 
long axis of the room over the felt and securely nailed 
each twelve Inch to the sub-flooring.
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Method of Procedure
The data for this treatise were assembled by the 

writer from qualified administrators, together with the 
assumptions of registered architects and engineers within 
the state of Arizona. Data were ascertained on the basis 
of present and past practices and it was determined 
whether or not they were satisfactory. For example, the 
administrator was asked if the plumbing facilities in hie 
school plant were adequate for the demand. If his answer 
were positive and he had no suggestions to offer, the 
numbers of fixtures in place were divided by the number of 
students in hundreds to determine the needed fixtures per 
one hundred students.

Registered architects and engineers were asked the 
same questions to be based on at least one hundred recent
ly completed Jobs or their general practice in the past 
five years. The architects and engineers who were inter
viewed have been and are now actively engaged in the 
planning of modern school plants.

These data were compiled and a median or average was 
found among the school men, the architects and engineers. 
It is true there was a wide variation in some cases, but 
some school men were laboring under different conditions 
and communities than others. This gives us a cross sec
tion of our large and small plant, our rich and poor die-
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trlota.
"All eoamunlties oan afford the enriched modern 
type of school.6

No truer words were ever spoken In regard to our education
al plants. It Is within these structures and on these 
premises the future citizens of our great nation are 
trained. Our nation Is no stronger or better than our 
citizens who make up our democracy.

6. Ittner, Wm. B. "The School Plant In Present-Day Educa
tion*. The Architectural Forum, 37:45 (August, 
1922) ------------------------



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED STUDIES
In the field of school housing planning, surveys and 

research studies have played an important part. Modem 
ideas are based on good practice which has been produced 
through the finding of these studies.

A comparison of some of the older studies with the 
later national studies in relation to the ideas and assump
tions of our modern needs and practices has definite values 
and implications. Our modern trends in education have 
caused us to change our minds In some respects and tty plan 
our future buildings so they may fit our new needs in edu
cation. Our climatic conditions call for a treatment of 
some school standards different from that used in the East 
and colder climates. The prlee of land in Arizona does not 
necessitate the building of tall congested structures. On 
the contrary, we need buildings net over two stories high 
and spread out over a larger area to afford better circu
lation of air. The attention of schoolmen and architect# 
should be called to the modern trend in education with its 
new problems facing us for the future need by a considera
tion of various important factors.

1. The general practice in Arizona in regard to
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the height of the structure.
2. Type of structure.
3. Locality of structure and stability of future 

population.
4. Accessibility to highways and travel conven

iences.
5. Domicile distribution of the pupils.
6. Location of factories and railroad tracks.
7. Directional growth of the city.
All these items are very important in the planning of 

a school plant.
Many studies have been made and are being made slmde 

the World War Number One. Outstanding among the architect* 
is J. J. Donovan,. who has made a worth while contribution 
In this field. Well known men like George D. Strayer,
N. L. Engelhard!, and Fred Engelhard! have both Individual
ly and collectively made and written more on this subject 
than any other educators in the United States. The contri
butions made by these men have long stood as standards in 
our school house planning. They have treated this problem 
from both a scientific and educational point of view.

In this state we find two school men who have made 
studies along this line which have aided in the completing 
of this study. These men who happen to be father and son 
are R. I. and W. P. Turner.
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It seems wise that there should he definite regula
tions and standards upon which good school house planning 
In the state of Arisons might be based. After surveying 
and visiting numerous school house plants in this state 
the writer feels that some plants definitely could have 
been Improved if certain standards had been in effect at 
the time these school buildings were planned*

A Proposed School Building Code for the State_o£ 
Arizona by Wendell P. Turner, 1939, a Master*s thesis 
written under the direction of the University of Arizona. 
This thesis, written by an outstanding industrial arts 
teacher In this state, deals*with certain essential build
ing codes for the state of Arizona.

This study is based on the findings by the writer 
after surveying the library of the University of Arizona 
along with the conclusions and recommendations of Dr. 
Holy’s Doctor's dieaeration plus the existing building 
codes as used in twenty-two of our states. This study 
covers very well the legal side of the workings and proce
dures in hiring an architect, selecting a site, and the 
planning of a sehoolhouse building. It contains a summary 
of the findings along with the writer's recommendations 
and conclusions for the necessary essentials which should 
be provided for in a building code for the state of 
Arizona.
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Standards for Elementary School Buildings by d. D. 
Strayer and N. L. Engelhardt, Teacher® College, Columbia 
University, 1923. This is a short pamphlet dealing with 
the accepted standards, and with a score card for evalu
ating the elementary school building. This pamphlet is 
divided Into six main topics: (1) The field survey
record sheets. (2) The Strayer-Bngelhardt score card 
for elementary school buildings. (3) The standards for
elementary school buildings. (4) The score card method
of evaluating school buildings. (5) The use of the
score card and the possible nature of a report. (6) A 
bibliography of available literature covering the use of 
the Strayer-Engelhardt score cards for school buildings.

These standards which have been set up by these 
two men are probably the best and most complete in this 
particular building field. This pamphlet deals with 
practically every problem involved in the planning of a 
school building. By the practical use of this score 
card as prepared by Strayer-Engelhardt, one may rate 
scientifically an existing or a proposed structure which 
is being planned. It is true some changes have been 
made since 1923, but as a whole only a few basic prin
ciples have changed.

Standards for High School Buildings by (*. D. Strayer 
and N. L. Engelhardt, Teachers College, Columbia Univer-
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alty, 1924. This is a pamphlet dealing with the minimum 
standards for high school buildings and illustrations of 
score cards and diagrams. These standards are very help
ful in planning new plants and scoring existing plants, 
with a median score which all plants should acquire. The 
pamphlet is arranged in the following ordert (1) The 
score card for high school buildings. (2) The standards 
for high school buildings. (3) A bibliography of avail
able literature covering the use of the Strayer- 
Engelhardt score card of high school buildings. (4) An
index of the standards. (5) An appendix including 
certain data on the organization and administration of 
high schools. The score card is so arranged as to take 
into account every integral part of the school plant and 
its facilities, with a score indicated for each. The 
standards deal with the physical plant, its desirable 
locations and minimum dimensions of certain basic essen
tials . Numerous diagrams are used to help clear up 
certain details. The definitions of certain parts of the 
building and the orientation of buildings are taken up 
very carefully. The service systems of the building are 
explained and diagrams for these are shown. Classrooms 
with their minimum essentials, special rooms, service 
rooms, and the special finishes and visual aid require
ments are taken into consideration. And last, the author



discusses offices for the administration, their require
ments and special features.

"The School Auditorium as a Theater"by Alice Barrows
and Lee Simonson, Bulletin 1939, No. 4, Office of______
Education.

This pamphlet deals with the auditorium as the 
integral part of the school system and its need in the 
modern educational curriculum. This study is broken into 
five parts: (1) The Evolution of the Auditorium by Alice
Barrows and Planning the Auditorium as a Theater by Lee 
Simonson. (2) Tables. (3) Auditorium floor plans.
(4) Figures. (5) Appendix.

This pamphlet covers not only the basic essentials of 
the planning of the auditorium with its many intricate de
tails, "but also the planning and presentation of auditori
um programs. There are many floor plans and graphic de
tails in this pamphlet showing the correct arrangement and 
sites of the many rooms and details which are necessary to 
have a complete auditorium. This study shows the seating 
capacity of the auditorium varies from 16.6 per cent to 
140.8 per cent of the schools' enrollment. This recent 
study of auditorium* in thirty elementary school buildings 
showed that only ten buildings provided seating capacity 
for more than fifty-five per cent of the capacity of the 
school, and only three of these buildings provided for as
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much, as one hundred per cent of the school capacity. This 
study further states that due to the cost of the auditorium. 
It Is the tendency to build auditoriums which provide a 
seating capacity of from thirty-three per cent to fifty per 
cent of the total school capacity. This study covers the 
the large as well as the small auditoriums with provisions 
for and without balconies. It also deals with the Intricate 
details of the lighting lay-out system.

"Standards for Planning the Elementary School Class
room* by the National Council on Sohobihouse Construction 
and John J. Donovan, Architectural Record. 81:BT 7-12,
April, 1937. The Information contained In this article was 
obtained In part from the National Council on Schoolhouee 
Construction, Nashville, Tenn., and from A Method of Proce
dure and Checking Schedule by John J.Donovan. Bruce Pub
lishing Go. , Milwaukee. This study deals with the child and 
his relationship in the school along with the new and modem 
educational concepts. They point out the following tenden
cies:

1. Reduced number of classrooms; more
decentralization.

2. More area per pupil; less pupils per classroom.
3. Unilateral corridors if not open corridors.
4. More class-pavilions.
This study discusses the following: The class-unit, 

orientation, location, room sizes, natural lighting,artifi
cial lighting, sound insulation, ventilation, finish, equip
ment, annexes, corridors, stairs, ramps, and toilet rooms.
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8Planning School Bulldingd"by James A.Stripling, School 
Architect, State Department of Education, Tallahassee, 
Florida, The American School and University. 1940, Ameri
can School Publishing Oorpcration.

This study on the needs of housing elementary, Junior 
high, and high school buildings is divided into nine parts: 
(1) The site. (2) General plan. (3) Glaser©©#. (4) Audi
torium. (5) Administrative unit. (6) Library. (7) Cafe
teria. (8) Sanitation. (9) Special rooms.

In this study the writer goes into detail on each of 
the mentioned divisions and also furnishes plans, charts, 
etc. to bring out his point. He considers in this study 
the maximum lengths of a classroom, taking into considera
tion the two factors, speaking voice and normal eye range. 
He discusses quite clearly the effect of the room eolors 
upon the pupil, its reflective value, etc. He finds that 
balconies are undesirable in that they present administra
tive problems and certain hazards. The writer states that 
after a careful investigation he finds that the stage 
should accommodate ten per ©ent of the school's enrollment. 
The proscenium arch should be seventy-five per cent of 
the width of the auditorium. He states that toilet room 
facilities should be greater on the first floor than on 
the second floor and this may be solved by adding twenty 
to twenty-five per eent more fixtures on the first floor.
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This article stated that the state of Florida has a school 
architect In the state department of education.

American School Architecture by R. I. Turner, 1929 
A Master's thesis written under the direction of the Uni
versity of Arizona. This thesis was written by one of our 
foremost mechanical drawing teachers and pioneers In the 
school building planning of the state of Arizona. He deals 
with the selection of the site, the accessibility to the 
school population and distribution, and foresight in future 
expansion. This study deals with the problem of the unin
formed school board members and architects who know little 
if any of the sound needs of good sohoolhouse planning. 
Turner stresses the need of a state committee for the pur
pose of supervising and planning of sohoolhouse construc
tion. He discusses the effect and reaction the physical 
plant has on the pupils and the community. He discusses 
the three fundamental styles which have been and are being 
used, namely, Classical, Romanesque, and Gothic or a com
bination of two or all. The expression is indicated by 
each type of architecture, and he states Arizona is simi
lar to Classical types. He emphasizes low, broad, and open 
type buildings for the most efficient use in Arizona. He 
believes that cheapness vs. economy is one obstacle to com
bat. In conclusion he states definitely the growing ten
dency toward the American type building for our schools of
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"Better Rural School Buildings" by Hans W. Schmidt,

The American School and University. 1940, American School 
Publishing Corporation.

This study deals with the planning of better rural 
school buildings. He thinks we should "Right-about face" 
on the problem of rural school house design. The old 
traditional oblong box with a ridge roof and two gables 
and containing a classroom usually too small and a cloak 
room does not meet modern educational needs. In Wisconsin 
all school plane must be approved officially by the Indus
trial Commission. All plans are submitted to the Depart
ment of Public Instruction for suggestive checking and 
criticisms. At present In Wisconsin they have three hun
dred and thirty-two different plans for one-room and two- 
room schools. Wisconsin also has a supervisor of school 
building service under the State Department of Public 
Instruction at Madison.

School Architecture by John J. Donovan, B. S. The 
Macmillan Company, 1921. This book is perhaps the best 
known and most complete book on school standards printed 
in the United States. This volume was written and edited 
by J. J . Donovan, America's foremost school architect. 
Certain parts have been written by contributing specialists 
In the field of education Including some of our outstand-
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Ing administrators and subject matter department heads. 
The book la arranged under twenty eight different head
ings, each making up one chapter.

1. Sites and Grounds.
2. Architectural Planning and Construction.
3. Landscape Development of the School Grounds.
4. Cost of School Buildings.
5. Organization of the Elementary School as

Affecting Buildings.
6. Organization of the Intermediate or Junior

High School as Affecting Buildings.
7. Organization and Administration of Senior

High Schools as Affecting Buildings.
8. Buildings and Equipment for the Vocational

Schools.
9. The Hygiene of Schools

10. Physical Education
11. Administrative Offices in Public School

Buildings.
12. The Classroom.
13. The Kindergarten.
14. The School Library
15. Corridors, Stairways, and Entrances.
16. The Assembly Hall.
17. The Music Department.
18. Physios and Chemistry.
19. The General Science and Biological Labora

tories.
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20. Commercial Department.
21. The Braving Department.
22. The Industrial Arte Department.
23. The Home Economics Department.
24. The Cafeteria.
25. Heating and Ventilation.
26. Plumbing.

. 27. Electrical Installation and Illumination.
28. Standards of Sohoolhouse Planning.
The last of these chapters becomes a source of valu

able information for the writer of the present study. In 
this chapter, Mr. Donovan has shown by a chart the follow
ing information in regard to the division of floor area 
of the school building: ,

Administration....... not more than twelve per cent.
Instruction.......... not lees than fifty per dent.
Accessories.......... not more than three per cent.
Stairs and Corridors. not more than twenty per oeht.
Flues.............    not more than five per cent.
Walls and Partitions. not more than ten per cent.
A National Educational Association committee on stand

ardization of schoolhouse planning and construction found 
after measuring eighty buildings that the normal area of a 
building used for instruction purposes was fifty per cent 
of the total area. The data of the other six divisions of 
the schoolhouse floor area were secured and tabulated in 
like manner.
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"The School Building Situation and Its Needs" by Alice 
Barrows, Office of Education. Bulletin No. 35, 1937.

This study was made from the data collected direct 
from superintendents of schools In cities of over ten 
thousand population and from state superintendents of 
public instruction. According to the author this study 
Is worthy of particular consideration. She states first, 
school housing Is vitally Important from an educational 
and social standpoint; second, school buildings should be 
constructed only where needed, and such needs can be de
termined only by long range surveys, etc. The modern 
school must provide not only for youth but also for adults; 
it. must provide for recreation,and for civic and community 
activities. This study shows that in the two hundred 
forty-six cities constructing school buildings with P.W.A. 
grants a total of seven hundred twenty-two new buildings 
and additions were completed. Of these three hundred 
ninety-nine, or over one-half, were elementary schools.
She also found that two out of every five school buildings 
in our nation are over thirty years old. This author 
found that there are, at the present time, one hundred 
thirty-two thousand one-room schools in the United States. 
In conclusion she states that modern school buildings are 
needed, and should be constructed only where needed. In 
the later part of this study there are numerous charts



on school building costs and capital for elementary and 
secondary schools for each four year period starting with 
1908-12 to and including 1934.

"Functional Planning of El#m@ntary School Buildings" 
by Alice Barrows. Office of Education. Bulletin No. 19, 
1936.

This study was made by Barfows with the assistance of 
the National Advisory Council on School Building Problems. 
These data were made possible through the cooperation of 
school superintendents and architects of wide experience 
and who are engaged in school building problems. The pur
pose of this study was to discover how the different 
kinds of education to be carried on would affect the de
tails and plans of school buildings. This study was not 
to work out set standards upon which good schoolhouee 
planning could be based but rather to show how changing 
educational methods are affecting the design of modern 
schoolhouee planning. Seventy-four cities in forty states 
cooperated and made this study possible. The committee 
found that in fifty-one of the seventy-four cities, the 
school authorities worked out the educational program be
fore the building was planned. This study has numerous 
charts dealing with school organization and types of 
schools. There are a number of floor plans and photo
graphs of buildings to be found throughout this pamphlet.
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There are numerous graphs dealing with "activity program" 
and "platoon" type of schools. "They also show the cost 
per pupil of different type* of schools using as a base 
building cost of thirty cents per cubic foot. There are 
also numerous complete educational programs set up for the 
"platoon" type of elementary school.



. GENERALLY ACCEPTED ARCHITECTURAL 
STANDARDS FOR ARIZOHA

After the Interviews were completed and the findings 
tabulated, the following statements which represent the 
composite opinions of the various groups were written.

CHAPTER III

The,Elementary School Building 
Height of Building: The schoolmen of Arizona are

definitely agreed on the one story building as the most 
efficient and effective school building for the elemen
tary grades. The findings show the architects definitely 
In accord with the schoolmen. Their choice Is also a one 
story building for the elementary grades. Due to the 
climatic conditions and the price of land In Arizona, 
they all feel that modern elementary school buildings . 
should be not over one story in height. The national 
standard for the height of elementary school buildings Is 
two stories above the ground.

This does not take Into consideration the one hun
dred thirty-two thousand one room school buildings which

2spot pur nation.

1. Donovan; John J. School Architecture, p. 88
2. Barrows, Alice. "The School Building Situation and Need"

Office of Education. Bulletin No. 35,(1937) p. 15
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Typ® of Building: The schoolmen of Arizona are some
what undecided as to the class of elementary school 'build
ings they would build. The majority would like to build 
type "B* school buildings, whereas type "A" school build
ings represent their next choice. The architects are 
also undecided as to the class the school buildings should 
be. The majority wants to build type "A" school buildings 
and their second choice is type "BH school buildings. One 
architect adds that all school buildings should be class 
"A" earthquake proof school buildings to safeguard both 
pupils and teachers to the highest degree possible. There 
is no set type as a national standard. Donovan states 
that the composition should reflect the spirit, quietness, 
and refinement of a good home.

Type of Hoof: The schoolmen are agreed upon the 
pitched type of roof as the most desirable for an elemen
tary school building. They take into account the differ
ent climates we encounter in Arizona and base their 
opinions on these facts. The architects are in harmony 
with the schoolmen and agree that a pitched roof is their 
preference for an elementary school building. However 
they also agree that flat roofs would be desirable if 
certain architectural lines were to be- followed. There

3. Donovan, John J. Op. clt., p. 27
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are a number of styles of architecture which demand a flat 
roof to reveal their true type and In these cases flat 
roofs are desirable if treated correctly. The writer can 
find no set national standard as to the type of roof for 
an elementary school building.

Hoofing Material: The kind of material to be used on
the roof of an elementary school building is next taken 
into consideration. The majority of the schoolmen prefer 
tile for roofs. They all indicate any roofing material 
should be a rigid fireproof material. The architects agree 
that the roofing used must be a fire-resistant material 
applied in strict accordance with the manufacturer's speci
fication and must carry a written guarantee. The archi
tects in general prefer a tile product for the roofing 
material as tile roofs are in accord with Southwestern 
architecture.

Classroom Floors; The majority of schoolmen agree on 
maple flooring as the best type for elementary classrooms. 
As their second choice for elementary classrooms they se
lect linoleum covered floors. The architects believe 
that the best type of flooring for elementary classrooms 
is maple. Their second choice is linoleum or asphalt 
tile laid on cement floors. When asphalt tile is laid on 
cement floors which are poured on fill, no waterproofing 
material is needed. Donovan states that if furniture is
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to be fastened to the floor the most desirable floor that 
may be used In the elementary classroom Is maple flooring.4 5

Corridor Floors: The schoolmen agree that the best
and most efficient floor for corridors In the elementary 
school building Is battleship linoleum laid over a cement 
floor. They state this type of flooring reduces noises 
to a minimum and does not Increase the fire hazard. Two 
of the school administrators state they prefer open 
arcades In preference to corridors. The arcades would 
shelter the children, not only from the rain and bad 
weather, but also provide shade and protection from the hot 
sun. The architects are divided as to their choice of a 
corridor floor. Half wants battleship linoleum laid over 
concrete, and half wants asphalt tile laid over concrete, 
the latter being the less expensive and more nearly fire
proof construction material. The national choice for, 
corridor floors Is battleship linoleum laid over cement 
floors.8

Auditorium Floors: The schoolmen agree that maple
flooring Is the most desirable floor to have in an audi
torium for an elementary school building. Further, they 
believe a level floor would be more useful than a sloping 
floor. The architects want the auditorium to have a

4. Donovan, John J. Op. clt., p. 272 r™ ~
5. Ibid, p. 309 ----—
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sloping cement floor with depressed aisles idUoh should be 
covered with linoleum or asphalt tile. The author can not 
find a national standard pertaining to auditorium floors.
He finds the most undesirable plan Is the combined audi
torium-gymnasium plan.6

Gymnasium Floor: The schoolmen are unanimous In their
selection of maple flooring as the type of floor for use 
In a gymnasium for the elementary school. The architects 
agree with the schoolmen in their choice of maple floor
ing. The architects express their preference for a float
ing type floor for Arizona elementary schools. Strayer 
and Engelhardt7 8 state that maple flooring is the most de
sirable for use in gymnasiums for elementary schools.

Science Laboratory Floors: Cement floors are the
schoolmen*s first choice for science laboratory floors. 
Their second choice is maple flooring. All the ardhlteots 
want cement floors for science laboratories. The standard
as listed toy Donovan is battleship linoleum for science

8laboratory floors.
Home-Making Laboratories: The schoolmen are divided

on their choice of flooring for home-making laboratories

6. Barrows, Alios and Simonson, Lee. "The School Audi-
torium as a Theater*. Office of Education. Bulletin 
No. 4, 1939 p. 33

7. Strayer, G. D. and Engelhart, N. L. Standards for
Elementary School Buildings. p. 143

8. Donovan, John J. Op. olt.. p. 351
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in the Elementary school buildings. Their first choice is 
linoleum and their second choice is cement. The archi
tects all agree that the best type of flooring for these 
rooms is linoleum. The accepted national standard is cork 
tiling as the most efficient and best floor covering for 
home-making laboratories.9 3 ‘

Wood-shop Floors: The schoolmen again are split in 
their decision. Fifty per cent want cement and fifty per 
cent want hard-wood flooring in the elementary wood-shops. 
The architects agree on hard-wood block flooring as the 
best type for wood-shops in the elementary school building. 
National standards propose hard-wood floors as being the 
most desirable for wood-shops in the elementary school 
building.9 10

Toilet Room Floors: Colored cement floors are the
schoolmen's first choice for toilet rooms in the elementary 

school building. A -few schoolmen desire terrazso floors. 
The architects believe tile floors to be the most efficient 
and sanitary floor available. The National Council 
recommends that floors be constructed of a non-absorbent 
type of material.11

9. Donovan, John J. Op . oit.. p. 477
10. Ibid. p> 446
11. The National Council on School House Construction. 

"Standards for Planning the Elementary School Building*. 
Architectural Record. 81:BT 12 (April, 1937)
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Clasarootts: The average size of an elementary class
room, according to the schoolmen, is 21.1 square feet of 
floor space per pupil. The average number of square feet 
per pupil, according to the architect, is 18. The 
national standard sets the minimum at 16. square feet per 
pupil, and the desirable minimum at 30. square feet per 
pupil.1®

Windows: The schoolmen’s decision on elementary
classrooms is that there should be not less than five win
dows, with a glass area of at least twenty per cent of the 
floor area. The architects agree on a minimum of five 
windows with a glass area of at least fifteen per cent of 
the floor area. The national Council on Sohoolhouse 
Construction recommends for elementary classrooms the 
following! The glass area to be at least twenty per cent 
of the floor area, the windows should stop at least five
feet six inches from the blackboard, and the sill should

13be at least three feet six inches from the floor.
Type and Style of Windows: The schoolmen agree on

steel windows - awning type as the most desirable for 
elementary school buildings. The architects agree with 
the schoolmen, their choice being identical. The 
national standards call for ste*l casements with side 12 13

12. Donovan, John J. MA Method of Procedure and Checking
Schedule". The Architectural Record. 81:BT8

13. Ibid., pp. 8-9
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ventilators, with a second choice of steel pivoted, or 
projected type, windows.1*

Window Covering; The schoolmen, as a group, agree 
that Venetian blinds are the ideal window covering for 
elementary school buildings. They consider the question 
of climate and ventilation in making their choice. How
ever, one administrator emphatically states he would 
choose any translucent shade in preference to Venetian 
blinds. The architects agree on Venetian blinds as the 
most desirable and effective window covering for an 
elementary school building. The national choice seems to

15
be Venetian blinds, especially in hot climates.

Classroom Doors: The schoolmen want two doors per
classroom to permit better circulation of traffic and re
duce the fire hatard. Two schoolmen want only one door 
per elementary classroom in order to lessen the discipline 
problem. Two doors per elementary classroom are the de
sire of the architects. The national practice is one 
door per elementary classroom and all doors to open out.

Type of Classroom Door: The schoolmen and architects
agree that the wood door, with the upper panel glazed with 
obscure glass, is the most ideal classroom door for an 14 15 16

14. National Council on Schoolhouse Construction, do. cit..
81:BT9 (April, 1937)

15. Donovan. John J. Op . cit.. p. 277
16. Ibid.. p. 273
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that bilateral eorriders should In elementary school build- 
lngs£ be not less than twelve feet In width and unilateral 
corridors not less than eight feet In width.

Blackboards; The schoolmen’s desire Is to have 
natural slate, sloping blackboards on the front and side 
walls of all elementary classrooms. The architects agree 
on the same material, location, and characteristics as the 
schoolmen. One administrator expresses M s  desire to have 
all blackboards made of sterling composition board. One 
architect desires green glass for all blackboards for ele
mentary school buildings. The National Committee’s choice

21Is natural elate. . -
Bulletin Boards; The majority of schoolmen and all 

architects agree on cork as the most desirable material for 
bulletin and pinning boards for elementary school build
ings . One administrator desires linoleum, and one states 
celotex board Is efficient enough for practical purposes. 
Both schoolmen and architects agree that there should be 
at least two bulletin boards three feet wide on either 
side of the front blackboard or near the doors. They also 
agree that the pinning board should be eighteen inohee 
wide and run continuous over all blackboards. The Natlon- 20 21

20. The National Council on School Bouse Construction.
■Standards for Planning the Elementary School Build
ing" . Op. cit. 81:BT12 (April, 1937)

21. Ibid.. 81;BT11
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al Committee suggests bulletin boards twenty-five Inches
oowide and the same height as the blackboards.

Display Rail: Both the schoolmen and architects se
lect the metal display rail for the elementary classroom. 
The schoolmen want It continuous along the top rail of 
the blackboard while the architects believe tern to fifteen 
linear feet on the front blackboard Is sufficient.

Cloak Closets:. The schoolmen's first choice Is ward
robes In the rear of the elementary classrooms. Their 
second choice Is cloakrooms at the rear of the classroom. 
The architects first choice Is wardrobes, preferably 
Evans or.Chicago type, In the rear of the classroom. They 
both agree on having sufficient shelves and hooks for the 
pupils* lunches and clothes. They also are in agreement 
on the desirability of providing vents in all cloakrooms 
or wardrobes.

Donovan states that many architects favor Chicago
type.wardrobes, because they,are economical in regard to

23the amount of floor space required.
Storage Closets: The schoolmen believe that each

elementary classroom should have a storage closet in the 
rear with a floor area of not less than,twenty-six square 22 23

22. national Council on Sohoolhouee Planning. Op . oit..
81:11BT (April, 1937) ------

23. Donovan, John J. Op . olt.. p. 256
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feet. They also agree that the teacher ehoNild have a 
closet adjacent to the storage closet with a floor area 
of not less than six square feet. Both closets should 
be ventilated and each door should be equipped with a good 
cylinder look. The architects agree with the schoolmen 
except as to the size of the storage closet. The archi
tects agree on a storage closet, for each classroom, con
taining not less than twelve square feet. Strayer and 
Engelhardt state that storage space for supplies should be 
provided In each classroom and that a teacher's wardrobe 
may be needed.^4

Plaster In Classroom: The schoolmen, as a whole,
desire the following type of plaster on elementary class
rooms : Walls below wainscot smooth piaster, walls above
walnsoot sand finish, and acoustical plaster on ceilings. 
The architects agree on the following finishes: Smooth
plaster below and above the wainscot rail on the walls 
and acoustical plaster on the ceilings. Donovan believes 
smooth plaster should be used throughout the elementary

O Rclassroom.
Zlsman believes that In planning a classroom one 

should insulate fcgalnet sound with acoustical materials 24 25

24. Strayer. G. D. and Engelhardt. N. L. Op . clt..
pp. 92-104

25. Donovan, John J. Op . olt.. p. 274
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26 -to avoid exoeaslve reverberations, eohoy etc.
Trim In Classroom: The schoolmen and architects agree 

on the following trim for. the elementary classroom: Door
and window trim should be metal, and visual aids trim
should be wood. r r ̂ ." - - 5 ■ *' "

Aeoording to Strayer and Engelhardt the interior trim 
should serve a very definite purpose wherever it is applied. 
Uniformity in classroom interiors is not essential; in 
foot, variation in keeping with the age group should be 
sought.26 27
- Classroom Finish; Of the schoolmen and architects, 

all but one agree on the following finishes for an elemen
tary classroom: On walls below wainscot a flat washable
oil paint, on walls above wainscot a flat oil paint. #o 
paint is neoessary on acoustical ceilings. One adminis
trator believes that cold water paint is sufficient on the 
walls above the wainscot and the celling. They all agree 
that the color of the trim should harmonize with the walls 
and ceiling. According to Donovan the most desirable 
finish is washable paint on the walls below the wainscot 
and flat or non-reflooting oil paint on the walls above 
the wainscot and the celling. He also believes the color

26. Hoban, Charles P., Hoban, Charles F.Jr., Zlsman,
27.
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28. onovan, John J. 
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fixture for a twelve foot celling, nine feet six Inches
above the floor. The Intensity of the light should be
fifteen to thirty foot-candlee at desk height. The
lighting should be evenly distributed, diffused, and with- 

30out glare.
There should be provisions made for service plugs

and cable conduits for the use of projection machines,
31radios, and other visual and auditory aids.

Auditorium; The majority of the schoolmen propose 
the following requirements for an elementary school 
auditorium; (1) The seating capacity should take care of 
approximately sixty five per cent of the school’s enroll
ment. (2) The floor should be level and of hard maple with 
removable seats. (3) No balcony should be provided unless 
the auditorium seats over 800 people. (4) A unit fan
blower-type system for heating and ventilating should be 
Installed. (5) The stage should be at least thirty feet 
deep and the proscenium arch should be not less than 
fifty per cent of the width of the auditorium. (6) There 
should be at least two dressing rooms, one for each sex.
(7) No gridiron need be provided. The architects1 sug
gestions are as follows: (1) The auditorium of an elemen
tary school should seat one hundred per cent of the

30. National Committee on Sohoolhouse Construction. On.cit-
81:9-10 BT ----

31. Hoban, Charles F., Hoban, Charles F., Jr., Zieman,
Samuel B. Op. olt. p. 285
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school1 a capacity. (2) The floor should be inclined and 
the seats fastened to the floor. (3) No balcony should 
be provided unless the auditorium's capacity is over one 
thousand. (4) A unit fafi blower type system for heating 
and ventilating should be installed. (5) The stage should 
be at least twenty five feet deep and the proscenium arch 
should be not less than sixty per sent of the width of the 
auditorium. (6) There should be at least two dressing 
rooms, one for each sex. 17) No gridiron over the stage 
need be provided.

According to a study made by Barrows and Simonson 
the auditorium should havethe following-requirements:
(1) The auditorium seating capacity should be between 
thirty three to fifty per cent of the school1s enrollment.
(2) Since the auditorium may he used as a theater it 
should have an inclined floor with fixed seats. (3) Only 
large auditoriums should have balconies. (4) The type of 
heating and ventilating is optional, but an efficient 
system should be installed. (5) The most desirable size 
of a stage is one not leie than twenty five feet deep and 
at least twenty four feet wide. (6) The dressing rooms 
should be on each side of the stage. (7) The stage should 
have a gridiron of sufficient else with a height of not 
over eighty feet.32

32. Barrow, Alice and Simonson. Lee. Op .clt.. p d. 14-45
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. Administration Offices: The schoolmen and architeets 
agree that the administration offices of an elementary 
school building should be located centrally and at the 
front of the building. They also agree on three offices 
as a minimum number to house the administration «ad 
nurse*s office. The schoolmen want the, pfflee to contain 
not less than two hundred thirty two square feet while the 
architects agree on a minimum size of one hundred forty 
square feet. They desire to have a watpr-oloset and a 
lavatory in a small room adjacent to the principal*s 
office. There should he a room adjoining the nurse's 
office equipped with a water-closet and lavatory. Most 
administrators want a file room equipped with a vault door 
for records, etc. Donovan states that a minimum of four 
offices is sufficient for the administration in an ele
mentary school building. He thinks that they should be 
located next to the entrance of the building, and that 
they should each contain at least one hundred forty four 
square feet of floor area. He also recommends that there 
should be plumbing facilities adjacent to the principal's 

office.33
Teachers' Rest Rooms: Both the schoolmen and archi

tects agree that in an elementary school there should be a 
rest room for women teachers and that It should be central

35. Donovan. John J. Op. clt.. p. 244-51
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ly located, preferably next to nurse’s office. The school
men are undecided as to whether or not a rest room should 
be provided for men teachers. Three administrators defi
nitely state they do not want one as the occasional 
presence of men teachers in boys toilet rooms aids in 
supervising such places. All but one architect agree on 
having a rest room for men teachers. The schoolmen and 
architects agree that the administration does not need 
a rest room as plumbing facilities should be available 
to the principal in a small room adjacent to his office.
The women employed in an administrative capacity would 
have aoeess to the women teachers' room. According te 
good standards, women teachers’ rest rooms should be pro
vided for, preferably on the first floor. Retiring rooms 
for men should be provided for, preferably close to the 
department in which they teach. A toilet room should be 
in direct connection with the principal's private office.34

Bovs’ Toilet Roomsi The schoolmen agree on a minimum 
size room for the boys toilet room in an elementary school 
building. The architects are divided as to size. Some 
want a minimum size room while others want a large room.
In regard to plumbing fixtures, the schoolmen's average 
requirement is one urinal to each twenty boys, one water 
closet to each twenty-six boys, and one lavatory to each

34. Strayer, G. D. and Engelhardt, N. L. Op.clt.. pp-. 155-9



twenty-three boys. Two administrators want troughs for 
lavatories. The architects average requirement Is one 
urinal to each nineteen boys, one water closet to each 
twenty-three boys, and.one lavatory to each twenty-three 
boys. The National Oounoll on Schoolhouse Construction 
recommends one urinal to each twenty-six boys, and one 
water closet to each thirty-two boys. The Committee 
distributes the lavatories this way: Six lavatories for
the first one hundred boys; and two for each additional 
fifty boys.35

Girls1 Toilet Rooms: The schoolmen agree on a mini
mum else room for a girls' toilet room In an elementary 
school building, while the architects agree It should be a 
sizable room. The schoolmen's average requirements for 
plumbing facilities are one toilet for each twelve and one- 
half girls; and one lavatory for each twenty-three girls. 
The architects average requirements are one toilet for each 
twelve and one-half girls, and one lavatory for each nine
teen girls. Only one administrator wants trough type 
lavatories for girls' toilet room. ,:

The National Council on Schoolhouse Construction' 
recommends one water closet to each twenty-five girls, 
and six lavatories for the first one hundred girls and two

3$. the National Council on Schoolhouse Construction.
Op. olt,. p. 12BT
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lavatories for each additional fifty girls.3®
Hr. Kilham, F. A. I. A., sets tip the following data

for plumbing fixtures based on one hundred students: For
one hundred boys, three water closets; for one hundred
girls, four water closets; for one hundred boys, four 

37urinals.
Janitors' Boom: The schoolmen's average size room

for the janitor In an elementary school building is one 
hundred and seventy two square feet of floor area. The 
architects agree that the janitors' rooms should contain 
about thirty-six square feet of floor area and they should 
be spaced about the building. Both schoolmen and archi
tects agree there should be a water closet and a service 
sink in each janitor* s room. They also agree there should 
be a large central storage room for school supplies etc., 
equipped with ample shelves and storage bins, and ade
quately lighted by artificial lighting. The majority of, 
the schoolmen and architects agree there should be a fire
proof cabinet or room for inflammable materials. Strayer 
and Kngelhardt recommend small rooms, sufficient in number 
to permit easy access to and from all parts of the build
ing. Each room should be equipped with a service sink 
supplied with hot and cold water. There should be a

36. The National Council on Schoolhouse Construction.
37. Kilham,°Wai|erPH .̂ "Planning Details of Schools!

Architectural Forum. 37:51-55 (August, 1922)



central supply-room, adequate in.else to etqre the eohool*s 
supplies, etc. This room should contain not less than 
seven hundred twenty, square feet of floor space and a ceil
ing height of at least twelve feet. This storage room

goshould have ample shelving, and adequate artificial light♦

The High School Building
Height of Building: The schoolmen's first choice as

to the height a high school building should be is two 
stories above the ground. Their second choice is a one 
story building. The architects all agree that the height 
should be two stories above the ground. Good high school 
buildings are preferably planned two stories above a " 
ground floor with a basement for a heating plant, storage, 
etc.3® : - ' - - - : ' ' ; ‘ "

' Type of Building: The schoolmen are evenly divided
as to the type of building they would build for a high 
school. Half want type A and half want type B construction 
used. The architects first choice is type A and their 
second, type B construction.

Hoof; The schoolmen agree that the most efficient 
roof for a high school building should be a pitched roof. 
Their first choice for roofing material is tile. Their

38. Strayer. G. D. and Engelhardt. N. L. Op.pit., p. 91 
59. Strayer, G. D. and Engelhardt, N. L. Standards For 

High School Buildings, p. 16



second choice la any asbestos material which Is fire- 
resistant. The architects are In accord with the school
men except that they point out that certain types of 
architecture require a flat roof to reveal their true 
beauty. The architects also state that the roofing 
material must carry a written guarantee from the manu
facturer .

Classroom Floors: Linoleum Is the first ehole# and
hard-wood the second choice of the schoolmen for high 
school classrooms. The architects first choice Is 
hard-wood and second choice asphalt tils. Donovan* e 
choice for good national practice Is harA-ifood, preferably 
eaple.40 41

Corridor Floors: The schoolmen want linoleum laid
over cement as their first choice for corridor floors in a 
high school building. As a second choice they want 
asphalt tile laid over cement. The architects1 choice le 
a reverse of the schoolmen*s. Their first choice Is 
asphalt laid over cement, and their second choice Is 
linoleum laid over cement floors. Donovan states that 
good practice is battleship linoleum laid over cement, or 
any fireproof floor.̂

Auditorium Floors: The schoolmen's first choice is

40. Donovan, John J. Op . cit.~ p. 276
41. Ibid.. p. 309
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42. St a r, G. D nd Enge lhar t, N • L . O .. e 1 t .. , p • 65 
43. Ibi ., . 70 
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laboratories.
Hoae-Making Laboratory Floors: The schoolmen and

architects agree that linoleum floors are the most de
sirable floors for home-making laboratories in high school 
buildings. Rationally, cork tiling is the most used floor
ing for these rooms.44 45 46 47

Print Shop Floor: The schoolmen are equally divided
as to their choice of flooring for a high school print 
shop. They agree that either asphalt tile or linoleum is 
the beat floor covering. The architects1 first choice is 
wood-block floor and their second choice is cement.
Donovan points out that hard-wood flooring is the most 
popular floor for a high school print shop.45

Radio Shop Floor: According to the schoolmen,
asphalt tile or linoleum is the choice of flooring for a 
radio shop in a. high school building. The architects' 
believe wood-block is the best floor and asphalt tile is 
the second best. Wood-block is considered the most de
sirable floor that may be laid in a radio shop.4^

Auto Shop Floors: Cement floor is the first and 
only choice of floor for an auto shop in a high school 
building according to both the schoolmen and architects.

44. Donovan. John J. On. clt.. n. 351 “
45. Ibid.. p. 477
46. Ibid., p. 462
47. Ibid.. p. 448
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A cement floor is preferred in an amto repair shop in high
48school buildings.

Wood Shop Floors; Hard-wood is the first choice of
the schoolmen while asphalt tile or cement floor is the
second choice for wood shop in a high school building. The
architects all agree on wood-block as the most practical
and desirable floor. Preferably a wood shop floor should

49be a wood-block type.
Electric Shop Floors; Hard-wood floors, according to 

the schoolmen, are the best type of floors for high school 
electric shops. The schoolmen's second choice is equally 
divided between asphalt tile and linoleum. The architects' 
first choice is wood-block, and asphalt tile is their
second choice. According to Donovan, the meet practical

50and most desirable is wood-block.
Metal Shop Floors: Both the schoolmen and architects

agree that the most desirable type of flooring to be 
placed in a high school machine shop is cement. The school
men's second choice is asphalt tile, while the architects 
would like wood-blcck. Cement floors are the most desir
able for the high school metal shop so that sufficient

51bases may be obtained upon which to set heavy machinery. 48 49 50 *

48. Strayer, G. D. and Engelhardt. N. L. Oo.clt.. o. 6049. Ibid., p. 55 **-=— -
50. Donovan, John J. On. sit., p. 448
61. Strayer, G. D. and Engelhard!, N. L. Op.clt.. p. 69



Mechanical Drawing Room Floor#: The schoolmen choose
hard-wood floors as the most efficient type of flooring 
for hlgpi school mechanical drawing rooms. They, divide 
their second choice between asphalt tile and llneleem. The 
architects believe either hard-wood or linoleum Is the 
best floor, while asphalt tile Is their second choice. 
Donovan states that the most popular and widely used Is 
hard-wood floor.52 53

Toilet Room Floors: The schoolmen select terrasso
floor as the most desirable and sanitary floor for high
school toilet rooms. Their second choice is colored
cement floors. The architects believe the most efficient
and sanitary toilet room flooring is tile. Their second
choice Is terrasso floors. The requirements, as set up
by Strayer and Ingelhardt, are that floors should be of

53tile or non-absorbent cement.
Classrooms: The average size of a high school

classroom desired by schoolmen of Arizona Is 20;7. square 
feet of floor area per pupil. According to the archi
tects the average size proposed is 17.7 square feet of 
floor area to each pupil. . According to the "Architectural 
Record", the minimum number of square feet of floor area 
should be not less than twenty-two square feet, while the

52. Donovan, John J. Op. clt ~ p. 421
53. Strayer, 0. D. and Engelhardt, N. L. Op.clt.. p. 37
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54maximum runs up to around forty square feet.
Donovan states that about twenty-three square feet of

55floor area per pupil Is the now accepted standard.
Strayer and Engelhardt require fifteen to eighteen 

square feet of floor area for each pupil.66
Slaasroom Windows: The schoolmen decide on five awn

ing type steel windows, with a glass area of not less than 
twenty-two per cent of the floor area, as the most desir
able windows for high school classrooms. The architects 
agree with the schoolmen except they specify that the glass 
area of the windows should be only one-fifth of the floor 
area. With the exception of two administrators, the men 
of both groups choose Venetian blinds as the most effi
cient window covering for Arizona. The two administrators 
who disagree choose Draper-type shades. BonoVan states 
that the best national practices are awning type steel 
windows, with a glass area equal to one-fifth the floor 
area, and covered with translucent shades, preferably 
Venetian blinds for hot climates.^

Classroom Doors: With the exception of two adminis
trators, the schoolmen decide that each high school class
room should have two doors leading to the corridor, with 54 55 56 57

54. Design Data For Scholastic Units. Architectural Record.
p. 94 (August, 1939)

55. Donovan, John J. Op . clt., p. 260
56. Strayer, G.D. and Engelhardt, N.L. Op.clt.. p. 40
57. Donovan, John J. Op. clt.. p. 277
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obscure glass in the upper panel. These doors should be • 
equipped with classroom type locks, and should not have a 
transom. Two administrators want clear glass in the doors, 
and four want transoms over the doors. The majority of 
the architects agree with the schoolmen. Only one archi
tect wants clear glass in the doors and two want transoms. 
Donovan recommends one door for each classroom, with oh* 
scure glass in the upper panel, and a transom over each 
door. Strayer and Engelhardt specify that the locking
of classrooms from within should not be possible and 
recommend the use of classroom type looks.^ :

Corridors; The schoolmen specify twelve feet as the 
minimum width for corridors in high schools and that the 
corridors should run continuously through the building.
The architects agree that a minimum'of ten feet in width 
is sufficient. Donovan states ten feet as a minimum when 
classrooms occur on one side only and twelve feet wide 
when classrooms occur on both sides. He also proposes 
that exits should occur not over six rooms apart, and all 
corridors should run continuous through the building.58 59 60

Blackboards: Natural slate first and sterling slate
second is the schoolmen1s choice for blackboards in high

58. Donovan, John J. Op. clt.. p. 273-4
59. Strayer, <J. D. and Engelhardt, N. L.. Op . clt. . p.103
60. Donovan, John J. Op. bit., p. 307
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school classrooms. The architects1 first choice is natural 
slate, and green glass is their second. Both schoolmen 
and.architects agree that the blackboards should be of the 
sloping type and located on the front and side walls. Five 
to eight feet of metal display rail should be attached to 
the top rail of the front and side blackboards. According 
to Strayer and Ingelhardt, the standard is highest grade 
slate, with the boards being placed on the front and side 
walls.61

Bulletin Boards: Both groups, with the exception of
one administrator, select cork as the most ideal bulletin 
board material. They specify that a board three feet wide 
should be placed at each end of the front blackboard, and 
at least one board three feet wide should be placed next 
to the door. Strayer and Engelhardt recommend that 
adequate bulletin board space should be provided. They 
stress using the rear wall of the classroom for bulletin 
board space and state that cork is the most acceptable

COmaterial to use.
Lockers: Metal lookers in the corridors are the

choice of both schoolmen and architects. One administra
tor specifies a locker room in preference to lookers in 
the corridors. Metal lockers, preferably arranged in

61. Strayer, G. D. and Engelhardt. N. L. Oo. cit.. p. 42
62. Ibid.. p. 42
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looker alcoves which may be entered directly from the 
corridor, and distributed among the floors of the Wild
ing, properly ventilated, and to be looked vith student 
owned looks, are criteria set up by the best national 
practice.®3

Classroom Closets; The schoolmen believe that each 
high school classroom should have a storage closet In the 
rear of the room for school supplies, etc. These closets 
should contain at least twenty-five square feet of floor 
area. They also agree that the teacher should have a 
closet adjacent to the storage oloset with about seven and 
one-half square feet of floor area; The door on eaoh 
closet should be equipped with a cylinder lock. The 
oloset should be so arranged that proper ventilation can 
be obtained in each. The architects agree with t M  school
men in regard to looatlon and details but hot with regard 
to size. They believe that twelve square feet of floor 
area for the storage closet and six and one-half square 
feet of floor area for the teacher's closet are sufficient.
Strayer and Engelhardt recommend at least one large closet

64in eaoh classroom, located near the teacher's desk, with
the teachers' lookers being located in the faculty rest 

65rooms.

63. Strayer. G. D. and Engelhardt. N. L. Oo.citZ p. 37
64. Ibid.. p. 40
65. ibid7. p. 7?
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Classroom Plaster Finish: The majority of the school
men agree on the following plaster finishes for high 
school classrooms: Walls below the wainscot rail smooth;
walls above the wainscot rail sand finish; and acoustical 
plaster on the celling. One administrator wants sand 
finish on the walls below the wainscot rail, and some want 
smooth finish on the walls above the wainscot rail. The 
architects all agree that the smooth finish on all the 
walls, and acoustical plaster on the celling, is the most
practical. Donovan states that the most desirable finish

66is smooth plaster on all the walls and celling. Accord
ing to Strayer and Engelhardt the standard is hard smooth, 
non-glass plaster on the walls and celling, using cement 
plaster below the wainsoot rail.®7

Door and Window Trim: The majority of the schoolmen
and architects specify metal trim around the doors and 
windows, and wood trim around bulletin and blackboards.
Two schoolmen and one architect prefer metal trim around 
the bulletin and blackboards.

Painting and Decorating: Both groups, with the ex
ception of one administrator, specify the following ae 
the most desirable finishes for a high school classroom: 
Washable oil paint on the walls below the wainsoot rail

66. Donovan, John J. Op. oit.l p. 274
67. Strayer, Qt. D. and Engelhardt, N. L. Op . clt.. p.40.
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and flat oil paint on the walls above the wainscot rail; 
no paint on the ceilings as acoustical plaster should not 
be painted. They all agree that the finish on the doors, 
windows, and trim should be oil paint in colors that 
harmonize with the walls. One administrator1s preference 
is cold water paint on the walls above the wainscot and 
ceiling if acoustical blister is not used. Donovan 
states the best practice is to use washable oil paint be
low the wainscot and flat non-reflecting oil paint on the 
walls and celling. He would use oil paint on the doors, 
windows and trim- to harmonize with the walls.®®

Heating and Ventilating: The educators' and archi
tects* first choice on heating and ventilating for a high 
school building is the unit fan type heater, using gas as 
a fuel. Both groups agree on steam radiation, with a 
central heating plant which uses gas for fuel, as their 
second choice. One architect wants oil for fuel if the
plant is a large one. Donovan recommends a hot air

69furnace located in the basement.
Strayer and Kngelhardt do not select any particular 

system as standard, but they state that the system should 
be correctly Installed. The system should be capable of 
meeting the following temperature requirements: Study and

68. Donovan, John J. Op. clt~ p. 275
69. Ibid., p. 528
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recitation rooms temperatures should range from 67° to
70° F.; in all halls, corridors, toilet rooms, shops etc.
65° to 70° F.; shower rooms 78° to 80° F.; gymnasium and
play rooms 60° to 65° F.; assembly rooms 68° F. The
ventilating system should be capable of supplying eight
air changes per hour for classrooms; six air changes per
hour for shops, laboratories, etc.; and two and one-
half cubic feet of air per minute per square foot of floor

70area for assembly rooms.
Illumination: The schoolmen's first choice on the

illumination of high school classrooms is four ceiling- 
hung indirect light fixtures operated by two key switches. 
They indicate a need for three duplex service plugs; one 
on the front, one on the back and one on the inside wall 
twelve inches above the floor. Their second choice is 
four semi-indirect celling hung ligh fixtures^ with toggle 
switches, in each classroom. One administrator wants 
continuous lights recessed in a cove in all four walls.
All except one architect specify six celling hung semi- 
indirect light fixtures, arranged in two rows, with a key 
or toggle switch for each row. Their choice as to duplex 
service plugs is the same as that of the schoolmen. Their 
second choice is fluorescent type fixtures so arranged 
that an intensity of twenty to thirty foot candles is

70. dtrayer. Q. #. and &ngelhardt. N. L. d)p. oit.'.pp.5?-Sgr
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obtained at desk height. Donovan specifies six to nine
71semi-indirect celling hung light fixtures.

Zlsman states that electric plugs and service conduit
should be installed to provide for the use of projection

x.4 * 72machines, etc.
Auditorium: The majority of the schoolmen propose

the following requirements for a high school auditorium:
(1) The seating capacity should take care of approximate
ly eighty-two per cent of the student body. (2) The' floor 
should be inclined and the seats fastened to the floor.
(3) Ho balcony should be provided unless the auditorium 
seats over eight hundred people. (4) A unit fan blower-
type system for heating and ventilating should be installed. 
(6) The stage should be at least twenty-five feet deep 
and the proscenium arch should be not less than fifty per 
cent of the width of the auditorium. (6) There should be 
at least two dressing rooms, one for each sex. (?) The 
stage should have a gridiron of sufficient height and size. 
Two administrators want balconies if the auditorium seats 
over eight hundred. One schoolman wants four dressing 
rooms, and one wants at least eight dressing rooms.
Except on one item, architects agree on the following re-

71. Donovan, John J. Op. olt7~r p. 557
72. Hoban, Charles P., Hoban, Charles F., Jr., Zlsman,

Samuel B. Op. olt. p. 285
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quiremente: (1) The seating oapaeity should be not less 
than ninety-seven per cent of the total student body.
(2) The floor should be inclined and the seats should be 
fastened to the floor. (3) No balcony should be provided 
wiless the auditorium seats over one thousand people.
(4) Unit fan blower-type system for heating and venti
lating, and in the warmer climates air conditioning should 
be installed for cooling. (5) The stage should be not less 
than twenty feet deep and the proscenium arch should be 
at least sixty per oent as wide as the auditorium (6)There 
should be at least one dressing room for each sex. (?) The 
stage should be equipped with a gridiron of proper size 
and height. One architect wants two dressing rooms for 
each sex and one wants four dressing rooms for each sex. 
According to Barrows and Simonson the following require
ments are necessary: (1) The seating capacity of the 
auditorium should be approximately thirty-three to fifty 
per cent of the student body. (2) The floor should be 
inclined and the seats should be fastened to the floor.
(3) A balcony should be optional, but it is not desired in 
auditoriums seating less than one thousand people. (4) The 
type of heating and ventilating system is optional.
(6) The minimum depth of the stage is twenty feet but 
twenty-five feet is recommended. The proscenium arch 
should be not less than twenty-four feet in width. (6)There
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should be at least one dressing room for each sex. (?) The
stage should have a gridiron of sufficient else and not

73oyer eighty feet In height.
Administration Offices; The schoolmen want the ad

ministration offices located in the front and close to 
the entrance. They believe six offices are sufficient to 
carry on the duties if each office contains not less 
than two hundred forty-eight square feet of floor area. 
They want a toilet room next to the principal's office.
The architects agree with the schoolmen on the location,
but they believe that five offices, each containing not

■ - *• - - ■ • *- - - - - K

less than one hundred forty-five square feet of floor 
area, is sufficient.

Donovan places the requirements at not less than 
five offices, each containing at least two hundred fifty 
square feet of floor area, and located close to the 
entrance of the building. He also wants a toilet room 
adjoining the principal's office, to be equipped with a
water closet and lavatory, and another toilet room adja-

74cent to the nurse1s office.
Rest Rooms: With the exception of one architect

both groups agree there should be a rest room for women 
teachers, preferably located next to the nurse's room.

73. Barrows, Alice an<l Simonson. Lee. Op.clt.. p.15^44
74. Donovan, John J. Op. clt., p. 246-67
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There should he another rest room for the men teachers 
located close to the department In which most of them 
teach. One architect thinks It Is unnecessary to have a 
rest room for men In high school buildings. According 
to Strayer and Engelhardt, there should be a rest room 
for women teachers and one for men teachers in the high 
school. • - •• • ‘ - -

Boys Toilet Rooms: The schoolmen want a small-sized
room for the boys toilet room with the following plumbing 
fixtures: One urinal for each twenty-three boys; one
water closet for each twenty-nine boys; and one lavatory 
for each thirty-three boys. Only one administrator 
wants to use trough type lavatories.

The architects agree on a small sized room with the 
following plumbing fixtures: One urinal for each nine
teen boys; one water closet for each twenty-three boys; and 
one lavatory for each twenty-two boys. Strayer and 
Engelhardt set the standard for adequacy as follows: One
urinal for each fifteen boys; one water closet for each

76thirty-three boys; and one lavatory for each fifty boys.
Kilham states that three water closets, and four

77urinals for each one hundred boys are sufficient.

75. Strayer. 6. D. and Engelhardt. N. L. Qp.clt.. p. 77
76. Ibid.. pp. 37-34
77. Kilham, Walter H. Op. clt.. pp. 51-55
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Girls1 Toilet Roome: The sehoolBen agree on a mini
mum size room for the high school girls * toilet room, with 
a plumbing fixture adequacy as follows: One water closet
for each fourteen girls; and on® lavatory for each thirty- 
six girls. The architects agree on a sizable room, with 
one water closet for each twelve and one-half girls, and 
one lavatory to each sixteen girls. There should also be 
a full size mirror located in each toilet room. A sani
tary napkin dispenser should be included In the fixtures 
for each girls' toilet room. Btrayer and Engelhardt's
standards are one water closet for each twenty girls and

78one lavatory to each fifty girls. Kllham states four
79water closets for one hundred girls are sufficient.

Janitors' Rooms: The schoolmen's average size room
for the janitors' room in the high school building is 
63.8 square feet of floor area. The architects agree that 
the Janitors' rooms should each contain about thirty-six 
square feet of floor area and they should be spaced about 
the building. Both schoolmen and architects agree there 
should be a service sink in each Janitor's room . They 
also agree there should be a large central storage room 
for school supplies etc., equipped with ample shelves and

78. Btrayer. 6. D. and fingelhardt. N. L. Op . clt..p p .37-34
79. Kllham, Walter H. Op. clt.. pp. 51-55
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storage bins, and adequately lighted by artificial light
ing. The majority of the schoolmen and architects agree 
there should be a fire-proof cabinet or room for Inflamma
ble materials. Strayer and Engelhardt recommend small 
rooms, sufficient In number to permit each access to and
from all parts of the building. Each room should be

- ..

equipped with a service sink supplied with hot and cold 
water. There.should be a central supply-room, adequate 
In size to store the school*s supplies, etc. This room 
should contain not less than seven hundred twenty square 
feet of floor space and a celling height of at least twelve 
feet. This storage room should have ample shelving, and 
adequate artificial light. <

80. Strayer, G. D. and Engelhardt, N. L. Qp.clt.. p. 91



TABLE I
THE COMPOSITE OPIMOHS OF ARIZONA SCHOOLMEN, ARIZONA ARCHITECTS, 
NATIONAL ARCHITECTS, AND STRAYER-ENGBLHARDT STANDARDS IN REGARD

TO ELEMENTARY SCHOOL BUILDINGS

Item : Arizona
lzem : schoolmen

Arizona
architects

National
architects

Strayer - 
Enaelhardt•

The Building: :
Height s 1 story
Class s Type "B"

- ___________ _-.: ._..... ...... .

:
1 story 
Type "A"

r
2 stories 
Type "B"

2 stories 
Type "A"

:Roof$ s
Type : Pitched
Material : Tile
_____ ______ : ...... — ____

Pitched
Tile

:
Optional 
Fire-resistant 

! :
Flat,pitched 
Tile

8
:

Floors: :
Classrooms $ Hard maple
Corridors s Linoleum

s
Auditorium : Hard-wood
Gymnasium : Hard maple
Laboratories: :

Science : Cement
Home-making : Linoleum 

Wood shop | Cement {
Toilet rooms s Colored cement j 
■ -.________s_________________ S

Hard maple 
Linoleum or 
asphalt tile 
Cement
Hard maple
Cement
Linoleum j

l wood-block |
i Tile :
: :

Hard maple 
Linoleum

Hard maple
Linoleum 

r Cork tiling 
! Hard-wood 
: Non-absorbent

Terrazzo
Cement 
Hard maple



TABLE I (Continued)

item : Arizona: schoolmen
Arizona : National : Strayer-
architects : architects : Bnselhardt

Classroomss 
Area per pupil 
Windows i 

Glass area
Type
Style
Covering

Doors
Humber
Type of glass
Transom 
Hardware :

;
: '
21.1 sq. feet
20$ floor area
Steel
Awning
Venetian, blinds 
2
Obscure
Yes

s Classroom type
i

: :
* %18. sq. feet : 16. sq. feet ; 20. sq.feet

• : :
.15$ floor area : 20$ floor area: 1/5 to 1/4

: : floor area
Steel : Steel :
Awning : Awning :
Venetian blinds: Venetian blind* Venetian blinds

: :
2 : 2 : 1 ........
Obscure : Obscure $ Clear
Yes : Yes : Yes <g
Classroom type t Classroom type: Classroom type

i : 1 . :
Corridors:
Width
Length

■
11 feet min. 
Continuous

.

: :
: :

8 feet min* : 8 feet min, : 10 feet
Continuous : Continuous :
... '..... .- '..: .. . _.... -..: _ ... _......

Visual Aids: 
Blackboards 

Material 
Location 
Remarks

Bulletin boards:
Material :
Location :

Natural slate 
Front & side 
Sloping

i '
: Cork
: Front,by door

. 1 . : ■ . : ' : ■ , : ■
; :

Natural slate : Natural slate : Natural slate
Front & side : Front & side : Front & side
Sloping : :

s . :Cork : Cork : Cork
Front, by door : ; : Near entrance



TABLE I (Continued)

r+am : : Arizona : Arizona : National : Strayer-item . r schoolmen ; architects i architects # Ennelhsrdt
$

Visual Aids(contfd)
;
: :

:
Planing board % : :Material Cork % Cork t Cork #
Width 18 inches % 18 inches : %
Location . Over blackboard• Over blackboard: 2

Display rail # 2Material Metal s Metal : *
Amount All along : All along z 2blackboard ; blackboard : ;

Closetss
- ■ %

: :
:
:

Cloak closets • ;Kind Wardrobes : Wardrobes : Wardrobes 2 Wardrobes
Location Rear of room : Rear of room % Optional 2 Optional
Remarks Ventilated : Ventilated : 2

Storage closets : 2
Floor area 26 sq. feet : 12 sq. feet : Adequate size 2 Adequate size
Location Rear % Rear : Adjoining room: Optional

Teachers1 closets % 2
Floor area 6 sq. feet : 6 sq. feet % Small wardrobes Lockers
Location Rear :

:
Rear :

:
Optional :

:
Rest rooms

Interior Finish
:
: 2

Plastering : 2
Below wainscot Smooth : Smooth : Smooth 2
Above wainscot Sand finish % Smooth : Smooth 2
Ceiling Acoustical : Acoustical z Smooth 2



TABLE I (Continued)

Item Arizona
SChonlmen

Arizona
architects

National : Strayer-
archltects : Eneelhardt

Interior Finish(Coi 
Interior trim 
Door,window 
Visual aids :

it'd)
: : - :
Metal 

s Wood 
: ■

Metal
Wood

:

Optional : Optional
Optional : Optiemal

:
Painting-Decorating:
Walls :

Below wainscot: Washable oil 
Above wainscot: Flat oil 
Ceilings :
Acoustical : None 
Smooth ; Flat oil

Door,window trim: Oil,harmonize 
Visual aids trim: Oil,harmonize

:

Washable oil 
Flat oil

••
None
Flat oil j
Oil,harmonize : 
Oil,harmonize" :

i

' : ;
Washable oil s 
Flat oil :

. ■■ : ■
:

; Flat oil :
: Disharmonize t 
; Oil,harmonize :
:______’ ... :______ ________

:
Eeati%-Ventilating 

Type 
Fuel

►
$: : •
Unit fan s
Gas :

5

•,
i

t Ghit fan
: Gas •• •;
:... -.. -...- - -

: :
: : ' ' 
Hot air : Natural
Optional :

:
Illumination:

Type
Kind
No. per classroon 
Type of switch 
Service plugs 

________________ i

Ceiling
Indirect
4
Toggle
Min. of 2  o:•

Ceiling
Semi-indirect
6
T(%gle 
Min. of 3

:■ " ■ _ $
Ceiling : Celling
Optional : Indirect6 : 6
Toggle :: 1 in reart

o>0)



TABLE I (Continued)

Item : Arizona: schoolmen
Arizona
architects

National
architects

Strayer- 
Enselhardt

'
Auditorium:
Capacitypupils 
Type of floor 
Kind of floor 
Seats
Heating and 

ventilating 
Balcony 
Stage 
Depth 
Width 
Gridiron 

No. of dressing 
rooms

65 per cent
Level
Hard maple
Movable
Unit fan
blower
No
50 feet
50 $ auditorium 
No 
2

100 per cent
Inclined
Cement
Fixed
Unit fan
blower
No i
25 feet
60$ auditorium 
No 
2

!

33-50 per cent
Inclined
Fire-resistant
Fixed
Optional

i No
26 feet
24 feet
Yes
2 ! 

i_______________ 1

300-500 seats
Level
Cement
Movable
Optional
No
Equal to width 
5C$ auditorium

: 2
: :

Administration 
Offices:
Location :
No. of offices s 
Floor area per : 

office 5
Toilet room :

t

! Front,centrally 
: 5 minimum 
: 258 sq. feet
: Yes ' '

: :
: $
$ '* f1 $

Front,centrally:'Front;,centrally: Main entrance 
3 minimum : 4 minimum $ 7 rooms
140 sq. feet : 144 sq, feet $ 250 sq. feet

: $
Yes : Yes j Yes

_______________ \________________s_____________
:

Rest Rooms: i
Women teachers1 : Yes 
Men teachers * : Yes
Administration : Next to office

:
Yes
Yes
Next to office

: s
s

Yes : Yes
Yes ; Yes
Next to officeYes 

:



TABLE I (Continued)

: Arizona
: architects

: National
: architects

: Strayer-
2 Eneelhardt

S
Girls* Toilet Rooms:
Floor area : Small
One water closet: To 12| girls
One lavatory to : 23 girls

• ,
2 ' :

:
) Sizable 
: To 12| girls 
: 19 girls 
:
:

:
:........
: Adequate 
: To 25 girls 
2 16 girls 
2 
:

2
2
: . :: To 15 girls 
: 2 per room,
: 1 in each 
: classroom _ _.

Boys * Toilet Rooms:
:
:

:
:

:
Floor area : Small : Sizable : Adequate
One water closet: To 26 boys : To 23 boys : To 32 boys : To 25 boys
One urinal to : 20 boys : 19,boys : 26 boys : 20 boys
One lavatory to : 23 boys : 23 bqys : 16 boy# : 2 per room.

: : : : 1 in each
... ;_________ : : classroom

Janitors * Room:
2 :

: '•
:
:

Floor area 172 sq. feet 2 36 sq. feet : Small room : Small room
Plumbing fixtures 2 : . :Service sink Yes 2 Yes : Yes : Yes
Water closet Yes 2 Yes : Yes : Yes

Additional 2 : :
storage space Yes,large room Yes,large room: Yes,large room: Yes, large room

Fire-proof room 2 s - , 2
or cabinet :Y%a' 2 Yes : Yes : Yes2 : ;



TABLE II
THE COMPOSITE OPINIONS OF ARIZONA SCHOOLMEN, ARIZONA ARCHITECTS, 

. NATIONAL ARCHITECTS, AND STRAYER-ENGELHARDT STANDARDS IN REGARD
TO HIGH SCHOOL BUILDINGS

It : Arizona : Arizona
___ A 2 schoolmen t architects

National
architects

Strayer-
Enzelhardt

s .Building: :
Height t 2 stories
Type : A or B
____  ___ ____ :____ ____-    ___

8 stories ;
A

: Qjt stories 
A

8 stories 
A, B, or C

:
Roof: r

Type : Pitched
Material : Tile

5 i
Pitched
Tile

: !

j
Optional j
Fire-resistant i

i *.

!
: Optional
; Tile ^
i H

. : . s
Floors s :

Classrooms : Linoleum
Corridors : Linoleum
Auditorium : Cement
Gymnasium i Hard maple j
Science $ Cement or s

laboratories : hard maple i
Home-making ; Linoleum
Print shop : Asphalt tile

: or linoleum
Radio shop j Asphalt tile s

: or linoleum :
Auto shop : Cement s
Wood shop : Hard maple :

:
Hard maple 
Asphalt tile 
Cement 

t Hard maple 
i Hard maple
Linoleum
Wood-block

! Wood-block
: I
; Cement :
: Wood-block :

:
Hard maple 2 Hard-wood
Linoleum : Terrazzo
Fire-resistant 2 Fire-resistant
Hard maple 2 Hard maple
Linoleum :

:
Cork tiling : Linoleum
Hard maple 2 Wood

2
Hard maple 2

: Cement : Cement
: Hard maple : Wooden-block



TABLE II (Continued)

Item : Arizona
: schoolmen

: Arizona
: architects

: National
: architects

: Strayer-
: Eneelhardt

Floors(Cont!d):
% :

:
:
:

Electric shop : Hard maple : Wood-block : Wood-block 3
Metal shop : Cement . : Cement 3 Cement
Mechanical : Hard maple : Hard maple : Hard maple

drawing : ... r : or linoleum : 3
Toilet rotxns i Terrazzo 3 Tile : Terrazzo 3 Tile

Classrooms: : s 3
Area per pupil : 80.7 sq. feet i 17.7 sq. feet 3 15 to 24 sq.f b: 15 to 18 sq.ft.
Windows . / ... 5 •• : s

Minimum number: 5 per room : 5 per room 3 5
Glass area : 2256 floor area : 20% floor area: 20% floor area: 1/5 floor area
Kind 1 Steel : Steel 3 Steel 3
Style $ Awning 1 Awning 3 Awning
Covering : Venetian blind : Venetian blind: Venetian blind: Translucent

Doors : 3
Number $ 2 per room : 2 per room : 1 per room 3 2 per room
Type of glass 1 Obscure ; Obscure : Obscure 3 Obscure
Transom : No : No 3 Yes 8
Hardware : Classroom type : Classroom type: Classroom type:

Corridors:
:

3
3
8

Width : 12 feet : 10 feet 3 10 to 12 feet : 12 feet
Length : Continuous ; 3 Continuous 3 Continuous 3

-S______________



TABLE II (Continued)

Item : Arizona : Arizona : National 3 Strayer-
: schoolmen : architects :: architects 3 Eneelhardt

Visual Aids: :
:
:

:
» 2

Blackboards % • : 3
Material : Natural slate : Natural slate ;■ Natural slate Natural slate
Location : Front & side : Front &  side :: Front &  side : Front &  side
Remarks % Sloping : Sloping :8 :

Bulletin boards * 2 8 3
Material % Cork : Cork ;8 Cork 3 Cork
Location * Front &  side 2 Front &  side :; Near door 3 Near entrance

Display rail % : > ' ' !8 3
Material : Metal % Metal '8 3
Amount :

;
15 ft. per room:

:
15 ft.per room 3

3

Lockers:
:
%

: 2
3

Material : Metal ; Metal Metal 3 Metal
Location; : % In corridors 3 In corridors : 3 Recessed in

: 3 : $ walls _ ____
Closets:

:
:

:
*

2
3

Storage : * 3
Floor area : 25 sq. feet 12 sq. feet 2 Large room
Location : Rear 3 Rear 3 Near teacher

Teachers1 : % 3
Floor area : 7.6 sq. feet : 6.7 sq. feet 3
Location : Rear 2 Rear 3

2 : '........... i 3



TABLE II (Continued)

Item Arizona Arizona

Plastering: :
: :

:
Walls : : ■ ' ■ :

Below wainscot: Smooth : Smooth : Smooth : Hard smooth
Above wainscot: Sand finish : Smooth : Smooth 3 Smooth

Ceilings : Acoustical
' : -

: Acoustical 
:

: Smooth . 3
3
Smooth

Trim: $
Doors' and windows: Metal
Visual aids : Wood

' ________ : :

Painting-Decorating: 
Walls :

Below wainscot:
Above wainscot: 

Ceilings :
Acoustical : None 

Trim :
Doors,windows % 
Visual aids i

Washable oil 
Flat oil

Oil,harmonize 
Oil,harmonize

JL
Heating-Ventilating;

Type : Unit fan
Fuel : Gas

______ _____________ L_________

Metal
Wood

Washable oil 
Flat oil
None
Oil,harmonize
Oil,h&rmonize

National : Strayer-

::::
i

Washable oil 
Flat oil
None
Oil,harmonize 
Oil,harmonixe

Unit fan 
Gas - :

::::
::::
s
JL

A

Hot air Natural direct



TABLE II (Continued)

Item Arizona
schoolmen

Arizona
architects

National
architects

Strayer-'
Enaelhardt

Illumination:
-

Fixtures Ceiling Celling Celling
Outlets per room 4 6 6 to 9 6 min.
Type Indirect Semi-indirect Semi-indirect Semi-direct
Switches Toggle Toggle Optional
Service plugs 5 ..... 3 .......

......... _ ..... - ;
Auditorium:

97# of pupils 1Q0# of pupilsCapacity 83# of pupils 33#-50# pupils
Seating Fixed Fixed Fixed
Heating and Obit fan Itoit fan Optional

ventilating blower type blower type
Balcony : No No ’ Optional Optional
Stage
Depth 25 feet 20 feet 20 feet Same as width
Width 50# of width of 60 % of width 24 feet : 30 ft. min.

auditorium of auditorium : si
Dressing rooms 2 ' 2 2 2
Gridiron

... - 1 '.- : '. - '
Yes Yes Yes

Administration
"

Offices: 
Location Front, near Front, near Close to front Main entranceentrance entrance entrance
Number 6 :; 5 5 8
Size,floor area 248 sq, feet :i 145 sq. feet 250 sq. feet 250 sq. feet



TABLE II (Continued)

Item Arizona
schoolmen

Arizona
architects

National
architects

Strayer- 
Banelhardt

Rest Rooms:
Women teachers1 
Men teachers * 
Administration

, ' ''

Yes
Yes
Next to office

Yes :
Yes ;
Next to office

' •; \

Yes 
t Yes
Next to office

Yes
Yes
Next to office

Boys * Toilet Rooms 
Size
Fixtures :. :

Urinals, one
Water closets
Lavatories

Small
*
For each 23 boys
1 for each 
29 boys 
1 for each 
33 boys

Small
t For each 
19 boys 
1 for each 
23 boys 
1 for each 
23 boys

For each 
15 boys 
1 for each 33 
boys
1 for each s
25 boys

For each 
15 boys
1 for each sz
33 boys 01

: 1 for each 
50 boys

Girls* Toilet Rooms 
Size
Fixtures

Water closets
Lavatories

Min. room
1 for each 
14 girls 
1 for each 
36 girls

i
Sizable room
1 for each 
12J girls 
1 for each 
16 girls

:

1 for each 
20 girls 
1 for each 
18 girls

_________ -____ i

1 for each 
20 girls 
1 for each 
50 girls



TABLE II (Continued)

Item Arizona
schoolmen

Arizona
architects

National i
architects

i Strayer- 
Enzelhardt

Janitors *, Rooms: 
Size, floor area 63.8 sq. feet 36 sq. feet Small room Large room
Fixtures

Service sink 
Water closet 

Storage rooms

'
Yes
1 each floor 
Yes :

Yes
1: each floor 
Yes

Yes
1 each floor 
Yes Yes

Size Large Large Large Large,central
Fire-proof room 

for inflammables 
:
! Yes
;

Yes Yes Yes



CHAPTER IV

: PROPOSED ARCHITECTURAL STANDARDS FOR
THE STATE OF ARIZONA

After careful evaluation of these data and upon the 
assumption that these data may vary from time to time, the 
writer proposes to set up criteria upon which may be based 
a table of proposed architectural standards for the state 
of Arizona. In the light of these findings and the con
sideration of the writer's practical experience in the 
building trades and architectural work the following 
statements are made.

Architectural Standards Relating to the 
Elementary School Building

Height of Building: The school building should be
one story high if sufficient land is available.

Type of Building: The school building should be a
type "B* class of building if constructed in a stable 
community.

Type of Roof: A pitched type of roof should be used
unless the style of architecture prohibits it.

Roofing Material: The roofing material should be
tile if funds and architectural style permit the use of it. 
If sufficient funds are not available the roofing material 
should be a fire-resistant material and in all cases it
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must carry a manufacturer1s written guarantee.
Classroom Floors: The classroom floor should be con

structed of hard maple flooring laid over a sub floor and 
finished in a natural color.

Corridor Floors: . The corridor floors should be con
structed of a fire-proof material and covered with a 
good grade of linoleum.

Auditorium Floors: The auditorium floor should be
level and constructed of hard maple flooring laid over a 
sub floor and finished in a natural color.

Gymnasium Floors: The flooring used in a gymnasium
should be hard maple and finished in natural color. A 
floating floor is the best type for a gymnasium if it 
is to be used as a basket ball court.

Science Laboratory Floors: The floors in a science
laboratory should be constructed of cement troweled to a 
smooth hard finish.

. Home-Making Laboratory Floors: The flooring in a
home-making laboratory should be either cement or wood 
covered with a good grade of linoleum firmly cemented to 
the floor.

Wood-Shop Floors: The flooring used in a wood-shop
should be either hard maple or wood-block laid over a sub 
floor with concrete foundations to set the heavy machines
on
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Toilet Room Floors: Cement floors Integrally colored
with a powder In the topping and troweled to a semi-rough 
sweat finish should be used in all toilet rooms.

Classrooms; The area allotted to each pupil should 
be not less than twenty square feet of floor area.

Windowsr There should be at least five steel windows, 
awning type with a glass area not less than one-fifth of 
the floor area. The windows should stop at least five 
feet six inches from the front wall and the sill should be 
at least three feet six inches from the floor. The top of 
the window should come to within at least twelve inches 
of the celling and the pilasters between the windows should 
be kept to a minimum size. Venetian blinds should be 
installed over all windows in the building with the ex
ception of the toilet room windows.

Classroom Doors: There should be two exit doors for 
each classroom. They should be made of wood with the 
upper panel glazed with obscure glass. These doors should 
have a transom over them glazed with clear double strength 
glass. Classroom type locks should be installed on all 
exit doors to prevent the locking of the doors from within 
the classrooms. %

Corridors: The minimum width of an bilateral corri
dor should be not less than twelve feet, and any uni
lateral corridor eight feet in width. Bilateral corridors
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should run continuous through the building with exits not 
over six rooms apart.

Blackboards: Natural slate blackboards should be In
stalled on the front wall and on the wall along the 
corridor of each classroom. The height of the blackboard 
should vary from thirty Inches high to forty-two inches 
high above the chalk.rail. It should be Installed so the 
height of the chalk rail above the floor will be as

follows: . ... .
First.and second grades, twenty-four inches to 

twenty-eight inches.
Third and fourth grades, twenty-six inches to 

thirty Inches.
Fifth and sixth grades, twenty-eight Inches to 

thirty-two Inches. '
Seventh and eighth grades, thirty liiches to 

. thirty-six Inches. ...
, The top of the blackboard should be sloped out at the
top approximately two inches from the wall to deflect the
glare .toward the floor and not toward the pupils' eyes.

Bulletin Boards: Bulletin boards thirty inches
wide, made of sheet cork, should be Installed at each end 
of the front blackboard and should be the same height as 
the blackboard. An additional bulletin board approximately 
twenty-four Inches wide and forty-two inches high should 
be Installed.next to the front exit door of each classroom. 
There should also be a cork pinning board eighteen inches
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wide installed along the top of the blackboard on the aide 
wall and along the top of the blackboard and bulletin 
boards on the front wall.

Display Rail: A metal display rail should be install
ed all along the top rail of the blackboard on both the 
front and side walls.

Cloak Closets: There should be Installed in the rear 
of every classroom a wardrobe for the children's use. It 
should have sufficient hooks and shelves to supply the de
mand and should be vented both at the floor and celling.

Storage Closets: There should be a storage closet
in each classroom containing not less than twenty square 
feet of floor area. It should have sufficient shelves 
and the door should be equipped with a cylinder lock.
There should also be a locker or closet for the teacher 
in each classroom. The door should be equipped with a 
good cylinder lock to prevent pilfering..

Classroom Plaster Finish and Trim: The entire sur
face of the walls of a classroom should be smooth coat 
plaster. The ceilings should be acoustical plaster, if 
funds permit, to minimize noises and echoes. If funds do 
not permit acoustical plaster, the ceilings should also be 
smooth coat plaster. The trim around the doors and 
windows should be either metal or the plaster bull-nosed. 
The trim around the visual aids and wainscot rail should
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be wood.

Painting and Decorating: A good grade of washable oil
paint should be used below the wainscot rail on the walls.
A good flat non-reflecting oil paint should be used on all 
the rest of the walls. If acoustical piaster is used 
paint is not necessary, but if smooth plaster is used a 
good grade of non-reflecting oil paint should be applied. 
The doors, windows, trim and wainscot rail should be 
painted with a good grade of oil paint and the color should 
harmonize with the walls.

Heating and Ventilating: The classrooms should be
heated with a unit fan-type of heater using gas for each 
individual unit or steam, supplied from a central heating 
plant fired by gas fuel. The north and south rooms should 
never be heated by the same unit, as their normal tempera
tures are generally different.

Illumination: The artificial lighting in the class
room should provide a minimum intensity of thirty foot 
candles at desk height. The lighting should be evenly dis
tributed, diffused and without glare. There should be at 
least six celling outlets in two rows each on a separate 
toggle switch. There should be a minimum of two service 
plugs in each classroom, or installed on the front wall 
and one installed on the rear wall. If the room is to be 
used for visual aids there should be outlets in the front
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and back of.the room for a projector and for a speaker 
and amplifier.

Auditorium: The requirements for the auditorium
should be as follows: (1) The seating capacity should,
take care of at least sixty-five per cent of the maximum 
enrollment. (2) The floor should be level and construct
ed of hard maple laid over a sub floor. (3) The seats 
should be movable so as to provide a large room for pur
poses other than assemblies, etc. (4) There should be 
no balcony for the average size auditorium of approximate
ly five hundred seats. (5) Unit fan blower-type heaters 
should be installed which may be used, without heat, in 
the warmer weather for ventilation. (6) The stage should 
be at least twenty-five feet deep and thirty feet wide.
(7) There should be at least one dressing room for each 
sex. (8) There should be a property room and a storage 
room in connection with the stage itself. (9) No gridiron 
need be provided for an auditorium in an elementary school.

Administration Offices: The administration offices
should be located at the front and near the main entrance 
of the building. There should be at least three offices 
varying in size from about one hundred forty four square 
feet to about two hundred twenty five square feet of floor 
area. There:should be a toilet room adjoining the princi
pal's private office and a similar toilet room but much
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larger adjoining the nurse’s office. There should be in 
addition to these rooms a sizable fireproof file room 
equipped with a vault door. The clock system if any 
should have the master clock Installed in the principal's 
office.

Rest Rooms: There should be a rest room for the
women teachers preferably close to or adjoining the 
nurse's office. It should contain a small room with a 
water closet and a lavatory.

There should be a rest room for the men teachers 
located close to the department in which most of the men 
teach.

It is unnecessary to have a rest room for the admin
istration as the principal has a toilet room adjacent 
to his office and the women teachers' rest room will be 
available for the women employees in the office.

Girls'Toilet Rooms: The girls' toilet room should be
large enough to care for the plumbing fixtures plus a 
small additional space for waiting. The room should be 
well lighted and ventilated. It should be equipped with 
at least one full length mirror properly Installed, etc. 
Metal partitions with metal doors should enclose each 
water closet. There should be one water closet for each 
twenty girls in school. The water closets should be Junior 
type - thirteen and one-half inches high for children
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from grades one to eight Inclusive. There should be in*- 
stalled in the room along the wall or in the center of 
the room one lavatory for each sixteen girls enrolled 
up to one hundred girls, then one for each additional 
twenty-five girls enrolled. The lavatories should vary 
in height above floor from eighteen inches to thirty 
Inches for grades oneeto eight inclusive. There should 
be at least one hose bib in each toilet room. These 
figures are not static due to different communities and 
localities as in some schools the children go home to 
lunch and in others they stay at school all day.

Boys1 Toilet Rooms: The boys' toilet room should
not be too large because if it is large and too m a #  
boys congregate/ discipline problems will arise. The 
room should be well lighted and ventilated. Mirrors 
should be Installed on the walls at different heights to 
serve boys of all ages. Metal partitions without doors 
should separate the water closets. There should be 
installed one water closet for each thirty boys enrolled 
in school. The water closets should be Junior size 
thirteen and one-half Inches high, and not adult equip
ment. There should be installed along the wall one lava
tory for each sixteen boys enrolled in school up to 
one hundred. For each additional twenty-five boys there 
should be added one more lavatory. The lavatories should
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vary in height above floor from eighteen inches to thirty 
inches for grades one to eight Inclusive. There should 
be installed along the wall one urinal for each twenty- 
three boys enrolled in school. There should be a hose 
bib and a floor drain in each toilet room.

Janitors' Room: There should be provided for the
janitor a number of small rooms, each containing about 
thirty-six square feet of floor area, conveniently locat
ed throughout the school building. These rooms will 
house the cleaning equipment that is used regularly and 
the necessary supplies for that area. Each room should 
be equipped with a service sink supplied with hot and 
cold water. There should be sufficient racks on the 
walls to hang brooms, mops, etc. There should be a 
central supply room or ware-house of sufficient size to 
house the necessary supplies and equipment of the school. 
It should have ample shelving and storage bins and should 
be adequately lighted with artificial light. Each school 
building should have a fire-proof cabinet or room to 
house the Inflammables which are necessary in the effec
tive maintaining of a school building. There should 
be a Janitors' change room equipped with lockers, a water 
closet, and a lavatory.
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Architectural Standards Relating 
to the High School Building

Height of Building: The school building should be
two stories high.

Type of Building; Type "A" class of building should 
be built if the building is to be constructed in a 
stable community.

Roofs: If the style of architecture permits, the
roof should be a pitched type of roof and covered with 
tile roofing. If funds are not available for the use of 
tile, then the roofing material should be a fire-resist
ant material and in all cases it must carry a manufac
turer’s written guarantee.

Classroom Floors: The classroom floors should be 
constructed of hard maple flooring laid over a sub floor 
and finished in a natural color.

Corridor Floors: The corridor floors should be
constructed of a fire-proof material and covered with a 
good grade of linoleum cemented to the floor.

Auditorium Floor: The auditorium floor should be
constructed of cement with depressed aisles covered with 
a good grade of linoleum or asphalt tile cemented down.

Gymnasium Floor: A floating floor, the top layer
of which should be hard maple, should be used in the 
gymnasium. In all cases the maple flooring should run
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the long axis of the room or the long axis of the main 
playing court. It should be well sanded to an even sur
face and correctly finished In a natural color.

Science Laboratory Floors: The flooring used In
science laboratories should be a good grade of hard maple 
laid over a sub floor.

Home-Making Laboratory Floors: The floor covering
In the home-making laboratory should be a good grade of 
linoleum cemented down.

Print Shoo: Linoleum or hard maple laid over a sub
floor Is the type of flooring which should be used In a 
print shop. Provisions should be made to set heavy 
machinery on concrete bases.

Radio and Electric Shoos: The flooring used In
either electric or radio shops should be hard maple laid 
over a sub floor and finished In a natural color.

Auto-Shop; Cement floors should be used for auto 
shops, and grease traps should be Installed If cars are 
washed In the shops.

Wood-Shop: Hard maple flooring laid over a sub
floor should be used In wood-shops, with provisions made 
to set heavy machinery on concrete bases. Ducts should 
be placed under the floor to carry away the shavings and 
sawdust. All conduits should be run under the floor 
to all power machines.
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Metal Shop: Cement flooring should be used in a metal
shop and special provisions made to set the heavy machinery 
on adequate ©onorete foundations. The electrical conduit 
should be laid under the floor to all power machines.

Mechanical Drawing Room Floors: The flooring which
should be used in mechanical drawing rooms should be hard 
maple laid over a sub floor and finished in a natural 
color.

Toilet Rooms: Terratzo floors and wainscots should 
be used in all toilet rooms. A floor drain should be pro
vided for in all cases to aid in the cleaning and sani
tary conditions of each room.

Classrooms: The floor area allotted to each pupil in 
a classroom should be not less than twenty square feet.

Windows: There should be at least five steel windows
of the awning type with a glass area of not less than one- 
fifth of the floor area. The windows should stop at least 
five feet six inches from the front wall and the sill should 
be at least three feet six inches from the floor. The top 
of the window should come to within at least twelve 
inches of the ceiling and the pilasters between the win
dows should be kept to a minimum size. Venetian blinds 
should be installed over all windows in the building ex
cept the toilet room windows.

Classroom Doors: There should be two exit doors for
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each classroom. They should be two panel wooden doors 
the upper panel should be glazed with obscure glass. It 
Is unnecessary for these doors to have a transom over 
them. Classroom type locks should be Installed on all 
exit doors to prevent the looking of the doors from 
within the classroom.

Corridors: The minimum width of any bilateral
corridor should be not less than twelve feet In the clear. 
Bilateral corridors should run continuous through the 
building with exits not over six rooms apart. If lockers 
are Installed in the corridor they should be recessed 
in the walls to prevent projection into the corridors.

Blackboards: Natural slate blackboards should be
liistailed on the front wall and on the wall along the 
corridor of each classroom. The chalk rail should be 
Installed thirty six inches from the floor and the height 
of the slate should be approximately forty two Inches.
The top of the blackboard should be sloped out at the top 
about two inches from the wall to deflect the glare.

Bulletin Boards: Bulletin boards covered with sheet 
cork thirty inches wide should be installed at each end 
of the blackboard on the front wall. One bulletin board 
approximately thirty six inches wide should be Installed 
next to the front exit door. If certain subjects need 
more space additional bulletin boards should be installed
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on the rear wall of the room.
Display Rail: A metal display rail should be In

stalled along the top rail of the blackboard on the 
front and side walls.

Lockers: Metal lockers should be recessed In the
walls and distributed along the corridors. They should 
have louvers In the doors to provide for ventilation.
The lockers should be equipped with hasps or devices so 
that the student may use their own locks.

Storage Closets: There should be a storage closet In 
the rear of each classroom containing not less than twenty 
square feet of floor area. It should be equipped with 
sufficient shelves, etc., and the door should be equipped 
with a cylinder lock. There should also be a teacher's 
closet, adjacent to the storage room, containing not less 
than seven square feet of floor area and equipped with 
shelves and coat hooks. The door should also be equipped 
with a cylinder lock to prevent pilfering.

Classroom Plaster Finish and Trim: The entire walls 
of a classroom should be smooth coat plaster. The ceil
ings should be acoustical plaster, if funds permit, to 
minimize the noises and echoes. If the funds do not per
mit acoustical plaster, the ceilings should be plastered 
with smooth coat plaster. The trim around the doors and 
windows should be either metal or bull-nosed. The trim
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around the visual aids and wainscot rail should be wood.
Painting and Decorating: A good grade of washable

oil paint should be used on the walls below the wainscot.
A good flat non-reflecting oil paint should be used on 
the rest of the walls and ceilings if acoustical plaster 
is not used. Due to the texture and qualities of 
acoustical plaster it should never be painted. The 
doors, windows, trim, and wainscot rail should be painted 
with a good grade of oil paint and the colors should 
harmonize with the walls.

Heating and Ventilating: The classrooms should be
heated with a unit fan-type of heater, using gas for 
each individual unit or steam supplied from a central 
heating plant fired by gas fuel.

Illumination: The artificial lighting in the class
room should provide a minimum intensity of thirty foot 
candles at desk height. The lighting should be evenly 
distributed, diffused and without glare. There should 
be at least six celling outlets in two rows each operated 
by a separate toggle switch. The fixtures should be seml- 
indlreot and fitted with the proper globes. There 
should be at least two duplex service plugs in each class
room, one installed in the front wall and one Installed 
in the rear wall. If the room is to be used for visual 
aids there should be outlets in the front and back of the
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room for projector and for speaker and amplifier.
Auditorium: The requirements for the auditorium

should be as follows: (1) The seating capacity should 
take care of at least sixty per cent of the maximum 
enrollment. (2) The floor should be inclined and the 
seats securely fastened to the floor. (3) A balcony 
should not be Installed unless the seating capacity is 
over one thousand seats. (4) Unit fan blower-type heat
ers should be installed as they may be used without heat 
for ventilating in the warmer weather. (5) The stage 
should be at least twenty-five feet deep and at least 
thirty feet wide. (6) There should be at least one dress
ing room for each sex. (7) There should be a property 
room and a storage room in connection with the stage.
(8) There should be a gridiron of adequate size and height 
for the stage.

Administration Offices: The administration offices 
should be located at the front and near the entrance of 
the building. There should be at least six offices each 
containing not less than two hundred twenty five square 
feet of floor area. There should be a toilet room adjoin
ing the principal1s private office and a similar toilet 
room but much larger adjoining the nurse1e office. There 
should be in addition to these rooms a sizable fire-proof 
file room equipped with a vault door.
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Rest Rooms: There should be a rest room for the
women teachers preferably adjoining the nurse's office.
It should contain a small room equipped with a water 
closet and a lavatory. There should be a rest room for the 
men teachers preferably close to the department In which 
most of the men teach. The women employees have access to 
the women teachers' rest room and the principal has his 
own, therefore it Is unnecessary to have additional rest 
rooms for the administration. .

Girls' Toilet Rooms: A sizable room well lighted and
ventilated should be planned for the girls' toilet room. 
There should be at least one full size mirror installed 
and possibly two more smaller mirrors. The water closets 
should be enclosed by metal partitions with metal doors. 
There should be one water closet Installed for each 
twenty girls enrolled-in school and one lavatory installed 
for each eighteen girls enrolled in school. There should 
also be a hose bib and a floor drain installed in each 
toilet room. These fixtures may vary, in numbers due to 
certain school regulations regarding students going home 
for lunch, etc.

Boys1 Toilet Rooms: A room well lighted and venti
lated and not too large•should be planned for a boys' 
toilet room. It should be arranged so the urinals are the 
closest fixtures to the door and the water closets the
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farthest away. At least two mirrors should be installed 
on the walls at varying heights. Metal partitions with
out doors should be Installed between water closets.
There should be one urinal, installed along the wall, for 
each nineteen boys enrolled; one water closet for each 
thirty boys enrolled; and one lavatory. Installed along 
the wall, for each thirty-five boys enrolled in school. 
These fixtures may vary in numbers due to certain school 
regulations regarding students going home for lunch, etc. 
There should also be a hose bib and a floor drain Installed 
in each toilet room.

Janitors* Rooms: There should be provided for the
Janitor a number of small rooms each containing about 
thirty-six square feet of floor area conveniently located 
throughout the building on each floor. Each room should 
be equipped with a service sink supplied with hot and 
cold water. There should be shelves for supplies and 
adequate racks for brooms, mops, etc. There should be a 
centrally located ware-house or supply room of sufficient 
size to care for the necessary supplies and equipment of 
the school. It should be lighted adequately with arti
ficial light. There should be adequate shelving and bins 
for storage of supplies. Each school building should have 
a fire-proof cabinet or preferably a room to house the 
Inflammables which are necessary in the effective main
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tenance of a school building. There should be a Janitor's 
change room equipped with lockers, a water closet and a 
lavatory.



CHAPTER V

EVALUATIONS OF BUILDING SCORE CARDS 
Standards for school buildings have been In the proc

ess of making for over a hundred years. One of the first 
contributions written appeared In 1831 when Alcott wrote 
his essay on "Construction of Schoolhouses11. Standards have 
been continuously accumulating since this time and we may 
find as far back as 1849, a volume written by Barnard treat
ing the details of school sites and school building.

The General Technique of Construction 
and Utilization

Only a few students studied the school building prob
lems during the nineteenth century treating their research 
in a scientific manner. During the first part of the 
twentieth century we find that the number of students con
tributing to building standards Increased substantially. 
Almost daily scientific studies contributing to school 
buildings are turned out by the research laboratories 
of our colleges and universities. Periodical educational 
literature since 1900 has become more critical and within 
Its pages appear numerous articles and illustrations 
in regard to school buildings. The American School 
and University, an annual year-book, contains the
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consensus of different administrators and architects 
with regard to the planning and construction of school 
buildings.

The National Education Association has become Inter
ested In the planning and construction of schoolhouses 
and Is forming committees for the study and for the re
porting of their activities. These committees have al
ready contributed a great deal toward the raising of the 
standards of schoolhouse planning and construction. Such 
organizations as the National Fire Protective Association, 
New York State Ventilation Commission, and the Illumi
nating Engineering Society have from time to time contrib
uted a great deal toward better construction and planning 
of school buildings.

Strayer-Englehardt Score Card
Probably the best and most complete reports or school 

building score cards have been compiled by Strayer and 
Engelhardt at Teachers College, Columbia University. Their 
Intensive studies cover both the elementary and high 
school buildings. Their first score card of building 
standards was written prior to 1916, as a report of their 
methods of development appear In the Fifteenth Yearbook 
of the National Society for the Study of Education. This 
Initial study has served as a basis upon which six

143905
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additional revisions and studies have been made. Strayer- 
Engelhardt have used students of education, superintendents 
of schools, boards of education, and architects to help 
formulate and clarify their Judgments as to what oonstir 
tutes good school building practices.

The method employed by Strayer-Engelhardt in their 
intensive study is the compilation of opinions from over 
two hundred students enrolled in the advanced education 
classes at Teachers College, Columbia University. Five 
different groups of graduate students enrolled in advanced 
work in educational administration under the direction of 
the authors worked two academic years and one summer 
session to obtain the data which served as a basis for the 
first score card. In making the score card, it was 
necessary to consider all the details which are included 
in a perfect school building. After a great amount of 
study the following subordinate heads were set up: Site, 
Building, Service System, Classrooms, Special Rooms.
These subordinate heads were used as a basis upon which 
all the requirements were listed. After organizing the 
score card in terms of these five subordinate headings 
the next step was to assign the proper weight to each in 
term of points, the total of which was to make one 
thousand points or a perfect building. In this first 

breakdown over two hundred advanced students participated
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in the work, rating each subordinate head. The minor items 
which were listed under the five heads were then rated 
by another group of one hundred advanced students enrolled 
In administration classes. Medians of these group ratings 
were used in arriving at the final score which was 
allotted to each item appearing on their first score card. 
This first score card and standards as explained and illus
trated in the fifteenth yearbook occupied less than six 
pages. Since that time, the standards have been revised 
six different times and now the standards cover about 
thirty pages.

In revising the standards the authors have surveyed 
the school building plants in many different cities in our 
nation. They have discussed the school building needs 
with numerous superintendents, supervisors, principals, and 
classroom teachers. They have discussed these standards 
frequently in the first and second major courses in the 
training of superintendents of schools conducted by the 
authors and their colleagues at Teachers College, Columbia 
University. They further checked on their standards by 
evaluating the studies made by Oberholtzer, Pitkin, and 
Strayer, (Jr.) on "Modern Elementary Schools in Twenty 
Cities", and the"Preliminary Report on the Functional 
Planning of School Buildings"issued in 1932 by the 
National Advisory Council on School Problems. The present
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standards as oomplled by Strayer-Engelhartit are based on 
the Judgment of a great many qualified schoolmen, boards 
of education and architects together with a vast array 
of research and writing which is available In the many 
libraries of our colleges and universities.

National Standards of Architects 
There are a number of nationally recognized archi

tects throughout the country who profess to be specialists 
In school building planning. Some of these men have made 
worth while contributions in the field of schoolhouse 
planning and construction. There are a few considerations 
we must remember though In accepting their standards as a 
criterion for the planning of our modern school buildings. 
As a rule architects base their opinions not on an educa
tional scientific survey of the needs in a modern school 
building, but rather on the set rules of architectural 
style, lines, fenestration, symmetry, classics, etc. Their 
opinions may be somewhat colored as to the correct solu
tion of the problems which are necessary to make an ideal 
school building. They are Inclined to believe that 
architectural rules and regulations should rank in senior
ity over standards as set up by educators trained in this 
field. To architects the building reveals its highest 
qualities, not by its practical educational usability and 
efficiency, but by the beauty revealed by its exterior
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and interior composition. We must remember that the 
architect's remuneration is based on the cost of the struc
ture, etc. and this might have some specific bearing on 
his point of view. The installation of excessive plumbing 
fixtures, and the extensive use of ornamentation and cost
ly materials will tend to increase the cost of the building, 
resulting in additional fees which may be legally collect
ed by the architects. We must not condemn all architects 
for the shortcomings and failings of a few. In general 
educators should determine the educational policies in 
the planning of school buildings. Educators should deter
mine the number and type of rooms that are neoess&ry to 
make the building complete. The architect should handle 
the technical end of the Job in designing the structure in 
a sound and scientific manner. The architect should be 
allowed final judgment in regard to the stresses and 
strains, eto., pertaining to those structural details 
which are conducive to good construction. The architect 
and educator should work hand in hand, each doing his part 
to the best of his ability to combine their ideas into a 
well planned and efficient school plant, satisfying not 
only the educational policies and needs, but also the 
welfare of the community.
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Arizona Architects
Listed among the technical men who contributed toward 

this study appear the names of well known architects who 
have planned and eonstruoted some of Arizona’s best school 
buildings. In fact most of these men have had a great 
deal of experience In the planning of school buildings 
not only in Arizona but in other states as well* In 
general, whatever a man does he wants to do it well and to 
the writer* s knowledge these men have contributed toward 
the planning of better school buildings in the state of 
Arizona. Most of these men are vitally interested in the 
educator’s point of view and generally give due considera
tion to the validity of such information as they may 
acquire. All the architects that were interviewed reside 
in the Salt River Valley, but their practice is not limit
ed to that area. Their practice in architecture covers 
the entire state of Arizona and in some cases continues 
over into our neighboring states. It seems to be the 
practice of these men to plan each new school building 
upon due consideration of the merits and possible defects 
of previous jobs, ever striving to raise their standards. 
It is the belief of the writer that their remuneration 
does play a part to some extent in the coloring of their 
opinions as to dertaln details and standards which they 
would like to include in the planning of school buildings.
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Architects, like other people who have ideas in their 
certain fields, like to express them in their m m  particu
lar way. They may do this through the composition and 
style of the buildings, which they design or through certain 
types of detail which appear In the buildings, They admit, 
that in this changing world in which we live, rules and 
regulations, standards and restrictions, must keep pace 
with the times. These men have planned and constructed a 
great many school buildings in our state proving their 
ability and experience in this type of work. Their prac
tice has not been confined to only one type of school.
They have planned and constructed a large number of small, 
medium, and large school plants for both elementary and 
secondary school systems. The architects have been sub
jected to criticism and counsel before,' during, and after 
their buildings have been completed. The fact that these 
men do have a wide experience and that their school Jobs 
can speak for themselves indicates that their opinions 
might have considerable weight in formulating their sug
gested standards.

The following Architects, Engineers and Designing 
Draftsmen assisted in formulating the suggested standards 
for both the elementary and high school buildings:

Mr. A. J. Brenner, Registered Architect, State 
of Arizona, Phoenix, Arizona.

Mr. Kemper Goodwin, Registered Architect, State
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of Arizona, Tempo, Arizona.
Mr. Lester Laraway, Registered Architect, State 

of Arizona, Phoenix, Arizona.
Mr. Leslie J. Mahoney, Registered Architect,

: State of Arizona, Phoenix, Arizona. .
Mr. G. 0. Sawyer, Registered Mechanical and . 

Electrical Engineer, State of Arizona,
Phoenix, Arizona.

Mr. Anthony J . Turner, Designing Draftsman,
Phoenix, Arizona.

Arizona Schoolmen
In this study the writer was unable to interview 

every qualified schoolman in the state of Arizona. He 
does believe though, that he has a reliable sampling or 
cross section of Arizona schoolmen. Schoolmen from various 
sizes of schools ranging from small plants to the largest 
plant in our state were interviewed. All of these men have 
studied or have had experience in school building planning 
or construction. Their opinions vary somewhat due to un
controllable outside agencies and set conditions. Possibly 
all their opinions were not the results of scientific 
investigation but were warped one way or the other due to 
a past experience or for some reason unknown to the writer.

When these men were interviewed they were asked to 
base their opinions on their past and present knowledge. 
They were to base their Judgments on satisfactory or unsat
isfactory practice regarding certain items in the interview.
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In some Instances questions were not answered because the 
person Interviewed did not know the correct answer and 
said he did not want to guess. Incidents like this are 
a further qualification upon which the writer bases his 
opinion as to the validity of these data upon which this 
treatise was written. For instance the writer would ask 
a question In regard to the adequacy of the present plumb
ing facilities, etc. According to the administrator's 
observations and knowledge, if the plumbing fixtures 
were adequate then the potential standards were obtained 
in the following manner: The number of fixtures in the
toilet rooms were divided into the number of children of 
that seE having access to them and the findings are the 
suggested standards as occur in the interviews. These 
suggested standards varied in different schools due to 
uncontrollable factors which may or may. not have a direct 
bearing on such items. The schools in which the children 
were allowed to go home to lunch showed that a fewer 
number of plumbing fixtures were adequate for the same num
ber of students than in the system where only a very few 
go home to lunch. These facts must be properly evalu
ated and taken into consideration in the planning of 
modern school buildings. The schoolmen's opinion on other 
items may be no more valid for a state standard than are 
their opinions in regard to the plumbing fixtures, etc.



However opinions based on practical every day educational 
problems and which are made by schoolmen who have dealt 
with such school problems for a number of years do have 
some validity. The sum total of these data as derived 
from the opinions of Arizona schoolmen do have a certain 
amount of validity and should be given considerable 
weight in formulating suggested standards. The schoolmen 
who contributed to this study are listed in two divisions 
with regard to elementary and high schools.

The following schoolmen assisted in formulating the 
suggested standards pertaining to the elementary school 
building:

Mr. 0. S. Brown, Superintendent of Schools,
District No. 16, Pima County, AJo, Arizona.

Mr. John D. Loper, Superintendent of Schools,
City of Phoenix, Maricopa County, DistrictNo. 1.

Mr. 0. H. Oldfather, Superintendent of Patagonia 
Union High School, Santa Cruz County

Mr. Harold Smith, Superintendent of Schools,
District No. 40, Maricopa County, Glendale, 
Arizona.

Mr. Arden Staples, Principal of Longview 
school, District No. 8, Maricopa County,
Phoenix, Arizona.

Mr. W.R. Sullivan, Principal of Murphy School, 
District No. 21, Maricopa County, Phoenix, 
Arizona.

Dr. C. W. Taylor, Guidance Counselor, North 
Phoenix High School, Phoenix, Arizona.
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Mr. R. I. Turner, Head of the Department of 
Industrial Arts, Phoenix Union High 
School, Phoenix, Arizona.

Mr. Wendell P. Turner, teacher of Industrial 
Arts, North Phoenix High School. Author 
of "A Proposed Building Code for the State 
of Arizona".

The following schoolmen assisted In formulating the 
suggested standards pertaining to the high school build-

Mr. 0. 8. Brown, Superintendent of Schools, 
District No. 3, Pima County, AJo, Arizona.

Mr. Harold M. Bargman, Business Manager of 
the Phoenix Union and North Phoenix High 
Schools system.

Dr. L. A. lastburn, Director of Guidance and 
Research, Phoenix Union and North Phoenix 
High Schools system.

Mr. L. C. Elliott, Principal of North Phoenix 
High School.

Mr. E. W. Montgomery, Superintendent of the 
Phoenix Union and North Phoenix High Schools 
system.

Mr. C. W. Taylor, Guidance Counselor at North . 
Phoenix High School.

Mr^.R. I. Turner, Head of the Department of 
Industrial Arts at Phoenix Union High 
School.

Mr. W. P. Turner, Industrial Arts teacher.
North Phoenix High School. Author of "A 
Proposed Building Code for the State of 
Arizona".

Mr. C. A. Yoeman, Principal of the Glendale 
Union High School, Glendale, Arizona.



Proper Utilization of Present Material 
The architectural standards as here proposed are the 

compilation of opinions of the schoolmen and architects 
together with the writer’s Interpretations of these data. 
They are not Inflexible criteria upon which all modern 
buildings must be built. They are only intended to serve 
as a guide post or check in the formulating and planning 
of modern school buildings in Arizona. Satisfactory 
standards may vary one way or the other from the standards 
as set up in Chapter Pour and still be correct in every 
respect. These results will vary in different communities 
and by all means they might change in the next ten or 
'twenty years. New materials and equipment are constantly 
being put on the market, causing some of our present 
materials and equipment to become obsolete and even un
usable. For example, wood sash is losing out very rapid
ly in favor of steel sash which is more substantial, 
economical to maintain, and more fire-resistant, etc. Lime 
plaster is unheard of now, yet the writer* s father has 
used it on a number of school buildings in Arizona. Wood 
lath is being replaced by button lath, rook lath and 
metal lath. Acoustical plaster and acoustical board are 
being used more and more each year, replacing the tradi
tional hard plaster. Acoustical plaster is more efficient 
because it outs down on the reverberations and echoes
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which are so common In school buildings. Asphalt tile, 
a comparatively new product on the market in Arizona, is 
finding favorable recommendation from schoolmen and 
architects. It may be laid directly on cement floors, 
which are constructed over fill, #ere effectively than 
linoleum products. This is true because of moisture rising 
in the concrete slab will not affect or loosen the asphalt 
tile. When linoleum is laid on cement floors, the slab 
should be waterproofed if constructed bn a fill. This 
process of water-proofing is expensive and tends to raise 
the cost of the building. These are only a few of the new 
materials which have flooded the market recently. The 
introduction of these new materials and products on the 
market is another indication that these standards are 
sure to vary within next ten or twenty years. New educa
tional ideas and ideals are being introduced into the 
curriculum which may or may not affect the standards as 
set up. New ideas replace old ones and in a growing 
community no definite standards can be determined with 
regard to the fixed population and educational policies.
The introduction of adult education into our public 
school systems has caused critical changes in bur physical 
school plants. Adult classes are usually held at night 
and the question of adequate lighting arises. Old 
standard of from three to four foot candles of intensity
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have been changed to a minimum of thirty foot candles at 
desk height. Night athletic contests call for the proper 
illumination of our athletic fields to permit games being 
played at night. The changing of our definition of a 
classroom to an efficient modem work-shop is another 
agency which has influenced our modern buildings. The 
traditional four-sided room has been transformed into and 
efficient work-shop with pleasant surroundings adequately 
equipped to satisfy the needs of modern education. Many 
other factors enter in upon this problem, eueh as the 
trend of population of our communities. Our state la 
relatively young and it is hard to propose the maximum or 
even the average future population of different areas. Our 
mining districts may operate at full capacity for a few 
years and then discontinue operations temporarily or 
permanently. This causes the population of these communi
ties to fluctuate a great deal. Likewise.the population 
of our agricultural regions is not static and the problem 
of seasonable transiency must be considered. Our problems 
of school population as a whole differ from eastern states 
and these conditions must be evaluated very carefully in 
the preliminary planning of school buildings in our various 
communities. For this reason some districts should disre
gard the proposed standard type of building and construct 
& good substantial frame building to supply the needs,
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for a temporary or undetermined length of time. One min
ing community, namely School District No. 15, Pima 
County, (AJo), has recently built type D school buildings. 
These buildings will serve the educational need very defi
nitely in an unstable community and save the taxpayers a 
great deal of money. This type of building can be con
structed with all the modern conveniences necessary for a 
modern educational plant and still use certain types of 
material which are less expensive than the type of 
material that must be used In a type A or B class of school 
building. We must remember there are certain factors which 
enter Into the undesirability of frame construction. Insur
ance, rates are exeedingly high and may make up the differ
ence in the cost of construction over a period of years. 
They are not fire-proof and are not as permanent a struc
ture as a masonry or a concrete building. They should 
never be constructed over one story in height and should 
be planned to have open arcades in preference to corfidors. 
They should have two exit doors for each classroom making 
exit very rapid in case a fire does start. This type 
of school building should have cement floors covered with 
asphalt tile or linoleum and a roof constructed of fire- 
resistant material.

We might add that the proposed architectural standards 
as listed in Chapter Four are for ideal situations where 
the population is stable to a certain extent and sufficient
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funds are available for the .construction of new school 
buildings.

These data which appear In the tables on pages 66 
through 77 are not the criteria of standards for school 
buildings in the state of Arizona. They represent 
composite opinions of a sampling §t schoolmen and archi
tects in Arizona, comparing them with the opinions of 
national architects and the standards as set up by Strayer 
Engelhardt. The architectural standards as appear In 
Chapter Four are the critical evaluation of these data 
as interpreted by the writer to form a guide which may be 
used to evaluate modern sohoolhouse planning and construc
tion. If schoolmen and architects are able to use this 
information to an advantage In planning and constructing 
school buildings in the future, the writer feels that 
this study has been decidedly worth while.
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